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School district annexation faces hurdles
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
school-aged
Twenty-nine
,:hildren live in Crossfield subdivision, which is located barely
in the Calloway County school
district on Ky. 94 West, but they
all go to Murray Independent
Schools.
Sandy Morgan and other residents are trying to drum up support to have the subdivision
annexed into the Murray school
district. The city limits — which
encompass 10.6 square miles —
and the gmaller city school district boundaries aren't the same,
and portions of the city's residents, especially those who live
in southwest Murray, actually
live in the county school district.
Morgan, who is a spokesperson for the grassroots Advocates
for School Choice, said she
knows having her neighborhood
annexed into the city school district could be a lengthy legal
process, but it's a battle she's
willing to figh for the sake of
her three c dren — a secondgrader and a fourth-grader
enrolled in ci schools and a 3year-old she Rs can also
attend Murray.
"All 29 children go to
Murray," she said. "We all have
a vested interest because we
want our children to stay in the
schools they are in."
Residents in Murray Estates
are also considering an annexation petition. That subdivision is
also on Ky. 94 West next to,
'
Crossfield.
Annexation into a school district is done by subdivisions.
Residents can petition for
annexation if they have 75 percent of either the registered voters or property owners in an area
adjacent tei tC schooT—disti-ict,
according to KRS 160.045. In
this instance. Crossfield residents would submit a petition
with the necessary signatures to

Health
board
deals with
roof issues

id We were blown
away to find out we
were part of the
county school district.

— Gretchen Young
Campbell Estates resident
whose daughter is enrolled in
Murray Elementary School
the Murray Board of Education.
The board would' vote on the
request and send any approval to
the Calloway County Board of
Education for consideration.
Crossfield was annexed into
the city and developed in the
mid-1990s. Fifty-four lots make
up the subdivision, but the wife
of the original developer still
owns 14 lots, meaning she
counts as one property own
rather than 14. Some lots have
yet to be built upon.
If the boards fail to agree on
an annexation agreement within
90 days. either board may petiEducation
Kentucky
tion
Commissioner Gene Wilhoit,
who will make a decision based
of
Board
Kentucky
on
Education policies as well as
other criteria that affects the
involved districts. The statute
says that criteria includes the
ratio of the wealth of the tenitory involved in its relation to the
total wealth of the district from
which the territory will be
annexed: the effect of the proposed territorial loss of gain on
the educational programs of the
respective districts: extent of
and effect on the physical plant,
facilities, and equipment available in each of the affected districts: and any contemplated
indebtedness or obligation aris-

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Calloway County
Boardw of Health moved
quickly Tuesday to- order the
repair of an expensive roof
leak on the health center's
aging 52-year-old building
while appointing a committee
to look into the possibility of
constructing a new facility or
moving to a new location.
During a special-called
luncheon meeting at the
Calloway County Health
Center Tuesday, center officials tol!! board members that
a leak in the front office area
resulting from the recent
build up of snow and ice had
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
already cost $9,300 in repair
West are
bills. However, problems
Some parents of school-aged children in Crossfield subdivision off Ky. 94
in Murray's
resides
with the roof persist and the
on
subdivisi
The
district.
school
city
the
into
annexed
be
to
seeking
's insurance comdepartment
city limits, but is in the county school district.
pany is sending in another
contractor to assess the situabut I don't
ing out of the proposed transfer. assumed it was one and the live in the city limits
tion.
Young
rights,"
school
city
haVe
If Wilhoit is unable to arrive same."
"The girder failed and the
were
"We
.
annexation
of
said
in
learned
Young
Gretchen
with
at a satisfactory agreement
dropped down and separoof
were
we
out
find
to
away
blown
Campbell
in
the two local school boards, October living
from the roofing memrated
disschool
county
either board may bring the mat- Estates meant she was among part of the
brane and the water came in."
'4
•
trict."
of
part
are
who
residents
city
the
ter before the Kentucky Board
Board member John Resig
In addition to annexation,
the county school district. She
of Education.
said.
the
Crossfield resident Robin has a 7-year-old daughter property taxes are among
The department is still
arisen in the
Holmes has a sixth-grade son enrolled in Murray and a 4-year- issues that have
Clark
with
working
dispute
nt
ongoing non-reside
daughter old daughter at home.
third-grade
and
Construction concerning furCalloway
and
Murray
between
mothfew
a
among
is
Young
enrolled in Murray. She said her
ther work. A Southern
Parents who
family is eight-tenths of a mile ers in Campbell Estates — a County schools.
Roofing Co. estimate for
city
to
from Murray Elementary School neighborhood off Doran Road send their children
repairs and replacement for
in
live
they
though
even
schools
Murray
from
and even closer to Murray High. less than a mile
the part of the roof affected
counpay
still
district
She and her husband learned on High School — circulating the the county
was reported by Health
their property.
Election Day living in the city idea of annexation. Her response ty school takes on
Center Manager Linda Cavitt
County
Calloway
for
tax
The
their
limits wasn't the same as living .among parents sending
at an additional $7,481.
children to Murray has been Schools is 38.4 cents per $100
in the city school district.
Resig told the board that
assessed value.
"When we built here we did- favorable. Some of the children the property's
is available to repair
funding
increased its
n't know we lived in the county in that subdivision also attend The Murray board
.
district," she said."We knew we Calloway schools.
II See Page 2A
-The reason I am so for it is 1
lived in the city limits and we
O.*

See Page 3A

Training focuses on car seat Western Kentucky Highland
safety; seat check is Saturday Festival to move to Murray
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray firefighters and
police will soon spearhead an
effort to assist parents in the
proper installation of child auto
safety seats.
An effort to establish a permanent child safety seat fitting
station in Murray officially
kicked off Wednesday during a
Child Car Passenger Technician
Safety Class at Murray State
University's Expo Center on
College Farm Road. The training, which will continue through
-sponsored by
Friday, was co
Murray-.Calloway County Safe
and
Project
Communities
Audubon Area Community
Services as part of Safe Kids
Child Passenger Safety Week
Feb. 8-14.
Police
State
Kentucky
Trooper Ryan Dawson, one of
the instructors, said a date for
opening the fitting station is not
certain, but that the goal is in
sight with the participation of
officers from the Murray Police
Public
Department, MSU
Safety, the Murray Fire
Department, and the Calloway
County Sheriffs Depapment on
hand.
"What we plan on having is a
full-time check station at the
Murray Fire Department,"
Dawson said. "We'll have the
peopre at the fire department
trained and you can take your

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times photo
Mike Farley, training officer for the Murray Fire
Department, left, is joined by Deborah Lambert of the
Christian County Health Department in inspecting auto
safety equipment for the proper installation of a child
safety seat. The goal of the training is the setup of a permanent child car seat fitting station in Murray.
vehicle there to have a car seat do it," she said.
MFD Training Officer Mike
inspected to make sure it's propFarley said he hopes to have as
erly installed."
Francie Ray. area manager of many firefighters as possible
Audubon Area Community trained for the job quickly so
Services and an organizer of the that the program can get, on
effort, said the fitting station track. Sheriff's deputies and
would be convenient and vital MPD officers are also expected
for parents that want to keep to assist in the effort.
"We'll try to get several or,
theirchildren safe while driving.
"People can come by and say, eventually, everybody trained to
'Is my car seat installed correct- do this and then we'll set up a
ly,' and have someone there that
is trained to show them how to III See Page 2A

told them about the Trail of Treats
By JOHN WRIGHT
that was held last -Halloween (at
Staff Writer
Park) and how we had
Chestnut
in
Ordinarily, the sight of a man
turn out for something
people
3,000
a dress in Murray means one thing ...
planned a short time
just
was
that
somebody is going out of his way to
before it was held. (Event,official
support a worthy charity.
Charlotte Harris) was excicEd when I.
Come the fall of 2006, though, it
told her about that."
though
normal,
completely
will look
Organizers were unaviiilable for
plaid patterns may be most disWednesday.
comment
dress
e
appropriat
the
played. That is
When it comes to the Jackson
for participants in- the Western
Purchase Region, no event comes
Kentucky Highland Festival that
close to. resembling the festival. It
organizers have announced is movincludes three days of nothing but
ing from Paducah to Murray with a
.Scottish activities, including bagScottish name.
pipe band 'concerts, dance demon"I'm very excited about this,
and sheep herding. What
strations
Scottish
big
a
have
do
we
because
the most attention
received
has
contingent in this area. This celehave been the
though,
regionally.
heritage,"
our
and
history
brates our
ns —
competitio
athletic
amateur
said Shannon Blalock, executive
include
that
—
Games
Highland
Tourism
Murray
director of the
hammer throwing, sheaf tossing and
Commission.
caber toss, where contestants are
the
but
2006,
for
No details are set
to flip what amounts to a pole
asked
Blalock indicated that festival offiof solid oak that measures
made
in,
cials seemed very interested
around 20 feet in length.
Murray Parks & Recreation's
Blalock is quite familiar with
Central Park facility. The festival is
events. Her husband, Adam.
these
year
this
entirety
its
in
held
being
not
in them the last three
competed
has
in order to better prepare the whole
Paducah.
at
years
folthe
Murray
in
debut
its
for
event
The festival will be introduced in
lowing year after it had been held the
d form to its new home
abbreviate
Paducah.
in
years
past seven
year when a Ceihlh. or
this
later
Traditionally, the event is held in
is conducted. The
party,
Scottish
provided
Photo
mid-September.
will liv enterthat
to
feature
main
"I think it will get a lot of atten- An athlete tries to
Scottish
traditional
and
tainment
that
noting
tion here," Blalock said,
flip the caber in one
n about
informatio
Additional
food.
the organizers, with whom she met a of the most recogcouple of weeks ago, seemed quite nizable events of the
enthused when it came to Murray's Highland Games.
•See Page 2A
reputation for supporting events. "I
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Truck wreck Wednesday injures two
South Seventh Street, and passenger Sondra
K. Burnett, 38, of North 13th Street, were
southbound on the highway around 8:30
p.m. Wednesday, when the truck ran offthe
road and hit a mailbox and a culvert which
caused the vehicle to go airborne.
The truck tumbled after hitting the
ground and both Morrison and Burnett were
thrown out of the vehicle through the windshield. The truck bed separated from the

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two Murray residents were taken to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital and then
to Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville
following a one-vehicle accident on US 641
South, according to the Calloway County
Sheriffs Department.
According to a sheriff's department
report. driver Barry L. Morrison, 41, of

frame after hitting a utility pole and the
vehicle came to a rest after hitting a tree.
MCCH emergency room staff had notified LifeFlight for transport to Nashville,
according to the report. Both victims suffered injuries to their entire body.
The sheriff's report said Morrison and the
cab of the truck smelled of alcohol. It also
stated that open and unopened beer cans
were found inside the vehicle, as well.

Murray's Darnell picked for TVA council
KNOXVILLE.. Iènn. (AP)
— An Alabama state senator, a
Tennessee state environmentat
official, a Georgia utility manager, a community. activist fron
Mississippi and a. Tennesse
wildlife . advocate are amon
nine heV'. members appointed
Wednesday to a Tennessee
Valley Authority resource adv
sory panel.
TVA
20-member
The
hip
Stevvards
Resource
Regional
Council. established in 2000.
advises the nation's largest public utility on resource oversight
of the 652-mile-long Tennessee
River watershed.
Most recently the council
alay ed a major role la TVA's

revamping of nver operations to
more recreational
provide
opportunities demanded of lake
users, marinas and related businesses
Joining the panel for the first
time gubernatonal appointees
re: state Sen. Tommy Ed
Roberts of Hartselle, Ala.; real
estate appraiser Kenneth Ray
Darnell of Murray. Ky.; community activist Rosemary Williams
of Corinth, Miss., and Tennessee
of
Commissioner
Deputy
Environment and Conservation
Jim Fyke rif Nashville.
Jim Jared, controller with
New
of
Temple-Inland
Johnsonville, Tenn., is a new
council member representing

industries
served
directly by
TVA. Roy
"Joe"
G.
Satterfield
Jr., general
manager of
Blue Ridge
Mountain
Darnell
Electric
Membership
Corp. of Young Harris, Ga., is a
new member representing TVA
distributors.
New members representing
TVA's various stakeholders are
Michael Butler, executive director of the Tennessee Wildlife
Federation, of Nashville; Bill

Tittle. Hamilton County emergency management chief, of
Tom
and
Chattanooga;
Littlepage, deputy director -of
water resources at the Alabama
Departthent of Economic and
of
Affairs,
Community
Montgomery.
They will join II reappointed
members, all serving terms
through February 2006. .
of
Shupp
Bruce
Montgomery, Ala., will continue
as council chairman.
TVA provides electricity to
about 8.5 million people in
Tennessee and parts of Alabama.
Mississippi. Kentucky, Georgia.
f.North Carolina and Virginia.

SheriffPolicelogs
ent
Murray State University Police Departm
Tuesday
arrested
was
Tenn.,
.
Memphis
of
• Hombra Stokes. 34,
theft from a Sprits
for third-degree burglary in connection to a
route to Memphis tc
Hall office on Dec 6, 2004. Officers were en
in the Calloway
lodged
was
He
a.m.
extradite Stokes at 7:08
County jail at 4:34 p.m.
Murray Police Department
arrested for theft by
• Verclell Pack, 48, of Puryear. Tenn., was
officer responded to a
unlawful taking less than $300 after an
Tuesday.
shoplifting complaint at Wal-Mart at 7 p.m.
the Murray Woman's
• Extra patrol was requested Wednesday for
area had been vanpatio
the
because
Street
Vine
on
se
Clubhou
dalized.
n, 25, both 01
• Jessica Hargrove. 23, and Destiny Chapma after an office,
day
Wednes
p.m.
8:10
at
arrested
were
Murray,
t at 7:32 p.m.
responded to a shoplifting complaint at Wal-Mar
Tuesday.
12:12 p.m. Tuesday
• A caller wanted to speak to a deputy at
Ky. 94 East locaregarding a stolen bumper from a vehicle at a
tion.
Tuesday on Poor
• An injury accident was reported at 5:45 p.m.
was traveling west
Farm Road. Edward G. Clark, 59, of Murray,
about two miles west
on Poor Farm Road in his 1996 Ford Taurus
Murray, was drivinc
of
36,
ham.
of U.S. 641. Kasandra Cunning
road. A deei
her 2001 Chevrolet Tahoe eastbound on the same
the initia
After
animal.
the
struck
Clark
and
road
ran across the
on.
impact, Clark's car hit Cunningham's vehicle head
Dunbar Roac
•A tractor fire was reported to close to buildings on
ay.
at 410 p.m. Wednesd
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies.

II Highland ...
vals. These areas provide visitors information about the genealogy and history of various clans, the Scottish way of referring to a
family's history. Blalock said, with western
Kentucky holding a deep Scottish tradition,
many participants have found their own
ancestors at this exhibit.

From Front
the Ceilidh a ill be available in the near
future. Blalock said.
Among the activities to be included in
2006 ail] he %% hat are known as clan tents.
hich have been used in the Paducah festi-

•Seats.
From Front
check point at the tire department.- Farley said. "We're there
24-7. so ss e 'sill have someone
there trained to do this all the
time."
Others that attended the training included members of the
Paducah Fire Department and
the _Christian County Health
Department.
Ray said that there is also a
program in place to purchase
child car safety seats for parents
that cannot'afford them. About
S2.000 in funding is available to

purchase lthe seats for those that
qualify.
On Saturday. parents are
inVited to drop by Taylor
Chevrolet on Highway 641
South in Murray for a.free Safe
Kids Passenger Safety Seat
Check. The event will kick off at
10 a.m. and continue until 2
p.m., according to Ray.
Checks will be made on the
installation of seat belts and auto
safety equipment to ensure that
child safety seats are properly
installed. Ray said similar
checks have found that 80 percent to 90 percent' of car safety

Murray already is the home to a popular
Scottish event, the Robert Burns Supper,
held each January. This held on or close to
the birthday of the fatted Scottish poet, but
it is also held in honor of John L. Murray,for
whom the Calloway County community is
named. Their birthdays were „Ian. 25.

seats were not correctly have been killed by passenger
air bags nationwide and approxinstalled.
According to national Safe imately 92 percent of the deaths
Kids officials, 1.579 children were among children either
ages 14 and under died in motor unrestrained or improperly
vehicle crashes in 2001 and an restrained. including 23 infants
estimated 227,000 children in in rear-facing child safety seats
the same age group were injured in front of a passenger air bag.
according to the Safe Kids Web
the following year.
Of those involved in acci- site at www.safekids.org.
The Safe Kids Campaign
dents, one study showed that 25
percent of those that suffered event in Murray is a part of the
from traffic injuries — and 15 Murray-Calloway County Safe
percent of their parents — were CoMmunities Project funded by
later diagnosed with post-trau- the Governor's Highway Safety
Program and administered by
matic stress disorder.
Kentucky State Police:
the
children
141
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II The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m. today at
city hall. The agenda includes
Donna Herndon of the Angel's
Community Clinic and MurrayCalloway County Hospital
CEO Jon O'Shaughnessy,
several second readings of
ordinances regarding the
newly formed Murray Code
Enforcement Board, and a
resolution regarding the construction of a business loop.
The putojic works committee
meets prior to the meeting at
6:10 p.m.'to discuss bids for
the Meadow Lane culvert
replacement.
III The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet
at North Elementary at 6 p.m.
today.
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.
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will be mostly
clear with lows
in the low 30s.
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area that
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officrials noted other structural
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careful."
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a
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e
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a
,
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ber Dr.'Charles
Following a Motion by Paducah Community College
as
Tucker, the board unanimously nursing graduate. now serves
the
for
tor
coordina
health
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Ross,
appointed Elkins,
ol
and Purchase District Financial Calloway County Board
Administrator Stephanie Hays Education. Her term on the
to a committee that would look county Board of Health will
into the cost and feasibility of expire Dec. 31; 2006.
constructing another building or
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distnct tax from 37 cents to 50
cents in September 2003. The
tax includes 38.2 cents on $100
property valuation and 11.8
cents for the building fund.
which was allowed because the
Kentucky
Department
of
Education considered Murray a
growing district. Schools also
receive money from utility
taxes, as mandated by state law.
The
Calloway • County
Sheriff's Department collects
taxes for Calloway County
Schools while the City of
Murray collects taxes for
Murray Independent Schools.
Both entities use residents'
addresses to determine who
owes the schools taxes rather
than which district the students
attend.
Taxes generate instructional
money for schools, which also
receive at least $3,500 per student in average daily attendance
money. ADA money also incorporates the state's Support
Educatipn
xcellence
in
Kentucky program. SEEK is a
formula-driven funding program
that provides state dollars to
local school districts and
includes funding for transportation costs and special needs students, among other components.
as reported by local district officials. .
Calloway County Schools
Superintendent Steve Hoskins
said the state's 176 school districts spend about $7,000 per
child each year. The states uses
the SEEK formula to equalize
funding across the state, so
property-rich and property-poor
districts all spend about the
same per pupil.
"Anytime we are getting a
dollar it helps." Hoskins said.
"But as you collect property tax
money you're getting less SEEK
money. The more you take in
locally, the less you get from the
state because it's equalized."
Hoskins said while the county is collecting taxes from some
parents who are sending their
children to city schools, the
declining enrollment still hurts
the district because textbook
ca“.

son*. /S/crrr

money. extended school sers ices
and other state-supported programs are based on ADA numbers.
The local dispute arose when
the two local school districts
were negotiating the 2005-06
non-resident cOntract, whi
allows ADA money to be properly transferred be
en disline, putting into jeopardy the
ADA money for students attending schools out of their home\
districts. More than half of
Murray's students are actually
county district residents. Murray
has 911 Calloway residents
enrolled in its district, but only
433 were included in the 2004- • '
05 non-resident contract that
Murray and Calloway boards
signed in October.
Hoskins said the annexation
process is more complicated
than students and property taxes..
There's also an element of debt.
If a portion of the county was
annexed into the city district, the
independent district would be
responsible for some of the
county's debt because bonds
were issued based on the district's ability to pay.
"To annex our assets like
that, they'd have to annex some
of our debt load,".Hoskins said.
"I don't see Frankfort letting
them have some of our district
just so those students can continue in Murray, especially with the
enormous discrepancy in their
reporting."
Both districts are appealing
the lack of a non-resident agreement. Wilhoit is expected to
make a Jecision within the next
month. If the districts disagree
with his ruling, either can appeal
to the state board of education.
"It's sort of stalled because
I'm waiting to see what the commissioner decides," Young saidof the annexation petition. "But
still want it to be annexed so I
don't have to worry about this
happening again. I want to pay
city taxes. It's a small sum to
pay so my dalistiger is happy and
we don't have to go through this
again."
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Lawmakers pose technical questions oon tax plan
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Legislators who got their first
formal look at Gov. Ernie
Fletcher's proposals for tax
changes posed some technical
questions. but were mostly concerned about who's paying the
tab.
"I've got to go home and
explain to these people," said
Rep. Robin Webb, D-Grayson.
The alternative minimum tax,
designed to pose a levy on companies that avoid other corporate
taxes, drew many of the questions.
The administration estimates
the tax would raise mole than
$100 million a year, but legislators wondered if it would hit
Kentucky companies already
paying their fair shares.
Budget director Brad Cowgill
said the alternative tax is mostly
aimed at out-of-state companies
with complex corporate arrangements designed to avoid taxation.
The tax is proposed for $950
for each .$1 million in gross
receipts. which administration
officials said is among the lowest rates among the states. But

officials also acknowledged
there are few states with such
alternative taxes.
"We need to make sure large
companies aren't escaping paying Kepttucky taxes." said Rep.
Jon
Draud. R-Edgewood.
"We're hearing a lot of complaints from some people."
Cowgill said the complaints
are understandable in one regard
because many of the companies ,
have avoided taxes.
,
-We're going to have taxpay;
ers who have never been taxpayers before," Cowgill said.
Since
its
introduction,
Fletcher's tax plan has drawn
some fire from a broad specHouse Democrats are balking

at the 3I-cent increase in the
cigarette tax. The alcoholic beverage industry, including the signature bourbon distillers, say it
unfairly targets them by adding
the sales tax to retail package
sales. Advocates for the poor say
it doesn't do enough to cut individual income taxes.
Cowgill said the entire pack-'
age is designed to promote economic growth. though the
administration said just over
10,000 new jobs will be created
as a result by 2008.
"We think our tax code is
holding us back," Cowgill told
the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee. "It's not
reliable. It's not fair and it's not
good.for growth."

Fletcher has warned that the
state's very future is dependent
on enacting the package, which
he calls tax modernization, in
order to promote economic
growth.
"The budget I present is
based on our current tax code, a
system rooted in an economy
nearly 100 years old," Fletcher
said in his State of the
Commonwealth address. -nu.
is not the path 1 prefer, but if you
cannot summon ihe will to
reform our taxes then it is the
path we are destined to take."
House
Speaker
Jody
Richards, D-Bowling Green.
promised that some form of a
tax plan would pass the House.
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omputer Solutions

*House Calls
*Component Upgrades
'Software Upgrades
'Repair
*Speed Increases
'General Maintenance
•Home Networks Installed & Set Up
'Virus Removal
'Custom Built Computers
*System & Network Consulting

PC DOCTOR • Murray
the _ pcdoctor4charter.not • 270-226-9577

U.S. GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE

Valentine's Gifts For Ages 2 to 100'

THURSDAY, MARCH 10, 2005 AT 2:00(PM.
AT 67 COUNTRYSIDE DRIVE, MURRAY, IiI42071
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY OF HOUSE AND LOT
67 COUNTRYSIDE DRIVE.- MURRAY, KY 42071

715 1 S. 12tii St.(Across froie Food Giant)
Owner

This is a brick house consisting of 1281 square feet close to schools, churches and shoking. It is comprised of a living
room, kitchen and dining room, four bedrooms, two baths, laundry area and a one car carport. This would been excellent
buy for an investor interested in rental.property or for resale after repairs.
Payment of the current year's property taxes are the responsibility of the purchaser
Minimum acceptable bid for this property is $30,551.00.
An open housemill be held on Thursday, March 10,2005 from 1:30-2:00 P.M.
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BACK BY CUSTOMER DEMAND
OIL - LUBE - FILTER - $10.95
501 Oil- Filter- No Diesels
(Must Present Coupon - Offer Expires 2-25-05)

Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •(2701 753-5315 -(8001 455-5315
www.loratisaavtinvefial.com

and Order of Sete, bsi'igcreTfrn No.503CV-166-R on tie Pulciii Docket ot tie United Stales Wend Court icy the Western Delro at Kentucky,entered
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Washington's
failure for
tobacco farmers
no accident
Our leaders in Washington
e,failed the tobacco farmers
of Kentucky and 13 other
states. Instead of a "tobacco
buyout" bill Congress passed a
"farmer sellout" hill last
fall. letting
tobacco companies off the
hook for the
final pay 111011 due
grout:N.
Sadb,. our
leaders v.ere Guest
Voice
Nkarned that
By Sen. Joey
the legislaPendleton
tion had a
D-Hopkins‘Alle
serious problem and the)
passed it

Fill
offi
Co

Seven states. includiqf
Kentucky. have rightfully sued
the companies for the final payment to farmers: That case is
now making its way through
the cotirts. shioh have'so far
sided with theadmpanies.
A North C&olina judge
ruled on Dec. 23 -- just two
days before farmers thought
they would be getting a check
on Christmas -- that the tobacco
companies did not have to
By David Espo
make the last 2004 Phase H
payment. The case has been
appealed. but five of the-seven
justices in North Carolina who
were scheduled to hear it have a
conflict of interest -- they've
taken money from big tobacco,
own stock in tobacco companies or own a tobacco allotment. Only one has been disWASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush
If the targets are met, the budget book
deficits don't matter as nuich as economic
Kentucky Attorney General
qualified.
gave faint praise Monday to the deficit-cut- says, the remaining deficit will be "lower
vitality and tax cuts.
Greg Stpmbo was one of severNone of this would have
ting measures contained in his own budget. than all but seven of the last 25 years."
President Reagan came into office
al attorney s general who on
been necessary if our represenNot surprisingly, congressional Democrats •
As a rousing endorsement, that might
pledging
to balance the budgei.then
Oct. 6 wrote Congressional
tatives in Congress had done
were far less polite.
rate a 25 on a scale of 1 down to 25.
emphasized
tax cuts and a defense buildup
leaders, pointing out that their
their jobs right. Kentucky's
No wonder on both counts, on a political
Democrats reacted like they had been
instead. The economy strong, he won a secfailure tO include a "January I,
entire delegation voted for this
issue that has often seemed more imagined
handed a Club to use against.a president
ond term on a 49-state landslide,
2005." effective date in the
buyout bill with its fatal flaw.
than real.
who just woare-election and led the GOP
The current president's father agreed
buyout legislation offered
There has been some specuBush's claim to cut government red ink
to bigger congressional majorities.
with Democrats to raise taxes to curb
tobacco companies an out.
lation that the General
in half over five years omits the cost of
Sen. Kent Conrad of North Dakota, the
deficits. That angered conservatives, and he
With no effective date, the
Assembly will be asked to
wars in Afghanistan and Iraq beyond Sept.
senior
Democrat on the Budget Committee, lost the White House in a year in which the
companies could avoid making
clean up Congress' mess. In his 30. It reckons, implausibly,
that neither he
said deficits will be far greater than the
economy was still soft.
the December 2004 payment to
State of the Commonwealth
nor the Republicans who control Congress
administration estimates. If Bush's plans
President Clinton and congressional
farmers.
speech, Governor lrnic
will want new tax cuts in future years.
were adopted, he forecast ominously,
Democrats pushed through a deficit-outting
The letter via,s addressed to
Fletcher hinted that he is conIt underestimates by man/ billions the
"deficits and debt would continue to
plan in 1993 that leaned heavily on higher
member's of the House and
cerned. The speech states,
money
needed
for
Social
Security
explode at an unsustainable rate and the • taxes — and they lost control of
overhaul.
Senate who were on a conferthe House
"Additionally as we move into
And it assumes that the GOP-controlled
nation's long-term economic security
ence committee working out
and Senate the following year for their
advanced agriculture and natuCongress will send veterans a new $2.1 bil- would be threatened."
final details of the legislation.
trouble.
ral product technology, I would'
lion bill for health care through 2010. .
Rep. Steny Hoyer of Maryland, the secBoth Kentucky Senators. Jim
like to encourage you to protect
House Republicans swept into office
It also assumes that lawmakers will
ond ranking Democrat in the House, added,
Bunning and Mitch McConnell, Phase I tobacco money for
determined to cut taxes while placing the
acquire
"In
discipline when it comes to homefour short years, this administration has
were members of that conferthose purposes as we pay our
budget on a path toward balance. They
town projects.
turned record budget surpluses into deficits
ence committee. Incidentally,
farmers the Phase H money
went after Medicare,/the government shut
as far as the eye can see."
If the numbers in Bush's glossy budget
both also receive generous
they are relying on. Our tax ,
down, and Clinton was re-elected amid
Yes, and won four Tore years in office,
campaign contributions from
plan assumes this-will happen.' -book weren't clear enough about adminiseconomic prosperity.
tration
after
goals,
the
president
personally
an election rim on personal character
supbig tobacco.
In addition, the Governor's
Both parties claimed credit when the
plied
and
the
emphasis.
issues
war
ranging
from the
in Iraq to
t
Congress ignored the letter
Chief of Staff recently said the
budget
was balanced for four years during
the threat of terrorist attack and the econo"Our priorities are winning the war on
and passed the $10.1 billion
North Carolina ruling could be
Clinton's
second term. In the years since,
my. All of those are presumably more tanterror, protecting our homeland, growing
buyout bill on Oct. 11, without
a "setback" for Kentucky's
congressional Republicans have cited
gible
to
voters
than
the
deficit.
our
economy,"
said
the
chief
executive
who
including the effective date. It
budget.
deficits as the reason to curb government
seeks increased spending on defense and
"It's a theoretical concept as opposed to
wasn't an accident. Since then,
Congress needs to do its
spending,
hoping to appeal to conservahomeland
security,
and
wants
a
David
clearcut
previously
issue,"
said
Winston, a
the tobacco companies have
own housekeeping and make
tives.
enacted tax cuts made permanent.
Republican pollster.
taken the out -- they have
good on the promises made to
Except when the spending hits closest to
Next, he told reporters at the White
•
He also suggested deficits were a politirefused to make the last 2004
tobacco farmers in Kentucky
home.
House,
cal
the
stalking-horse.
budget
"focuses
on
results....
payment. .
and other states — promises it'
As Bush sent Congress a budget of
It's a budget that reduces and eliminates
As you might have guessed,
"Democrats are interested in the deficit
abandoned in the buyout legisrestraint
during the day, Rep. John
redundancy."
That's
code
for
merging
some
very
not
costly mistake.
because of the deficit but becaose they
ii was a
lation. If that can't happen then
Doolittle, R-Calif., claimed credit for securprograms, eliminating others and squeezing want to stop Republican tax cuts. And
The final "Phase II" payment
Kentucky, certainly, must do
ing $7 million to begin construction of a
domestic programs generally.
Republicans are focused on the.deficit not
from the cigatette companies is
right by farmers.
new, permanent bridge downstream of
estimated at $424 million,
Finally, Bush got to the deficit, making
because they're focused on-the deficit but
But in the next election votFolsom Dam!
including approximately $124
it fifth in line in his prepared recitation.
because they want to stop Democratic
ers need to do some serious
"The funding is in addition to the $6
million for an estimated
spending," he said.
housekeeping, as well. They
"People on both sides of the aisle have
160.000 Kentucky farmers,
million that Doolittle secured over the last
need to clean out a messy
Independents care more than either
called upon the administration to submit a
including Me. I hold a small
Congressional delegation that
two years," the statement says.
budget that helps meet our obligations of
Republicans or Democrats about deficits,
tobacco quota.
sold out farmers to big tobacco
— our goal of reducing the deficit in half
he said, a concern that was reflected in
Phase II payments are
companies.
over a 5-year period, and this budget does
Ross Perot's emergence in the 1990s.
David Espo is AP's chiefcongressional
intended to compensate tobacco
just that," be said.
Recent political history suggests that
correspondent.
farmers for the losses they have
Sen. Joey Pendleton,-Dsuffered as a result of,the 1998
Hopkinsville. who represents
Master Settlement Agreement
Christian. Logan and Todd
among the tobacco industry and counties, chaired the-Tobacco
nearly all states to settle legal
Task Force and was a member
claims over the health effects of of the Phase II Board.
smoking. In addition the comCiertritly he Sel,fe's an"the """
panies make Phase I payments
Tobacco Civersight Committee,•
to states to address their costs
which approves Phase I projof treating thelbealth effects•of
ects. .
smoking.

WASHINGTON TODAY

Budget's deficit-cutting measures
hard to see
even for Republicans
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Obiteaties
Mrs. Minnie Lou Thompson
Mrs. Minnie Lou Thompson. 73, Benton, died Tuesday, Feb. 8,
2005, at 4:15 p.m. during a private flight from the Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Mimi., to Paducah.
A retired secretary for Minter Rooting Company at Benton, she
was a member of Woodmen of World and Christian Fellowship
Church.
One son, Steve Thompson, and one brother, Bobby Garland, both
preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late John Garland
and Gladys Pritchett Garland.
Survivors include her husband, Charles Edward Thompson,
Benton; one daughter, Mrs. Cheryl Hammonds, two grandchildren,
Candice Hammonds and Jamie Hammonds, and two brothers, Billy
Garland and Johnny Garland, all of Dexter.
The funeral will be today (Thursday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton. Dr. David Parish will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Stewart Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.

Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5
to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Mr. Garland. 85, South Seventh Street.
Murray, died Tuesday, Feb. 8.2005. at 5:36 pan.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A veteran of World War II. he had retired as
an inspector for the Murray division of the
Tappan Company and was a member of Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
One sister, Neva Faye Champion, preceded him in death. Born
Dec. 25,, 1919, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late John
J. Garland and Verdie Morgan Garland.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Charity Garland; one daughter,
Ms. Sandra Michael, Murray; one son, Larry James Garland and
wife, Connie, Suwanee, Ga.; one brother, Eurie Garland and wife,
Polly, Murray; four grandchildren. Charles Michael, Somerset, Anne
Marie Michael, Louisville. and Shelly Garland and Ashley Garland,
both of Suwanee, Ga.

Bill Cullop

attended Calvary United Methodist Church, Mayfield.
Mr. Evans was married in 1935 to the former Ruth Virginia Day,
who died March 28. 1978. Also preceding him in death were two
sisters. Nelhe Evins McCallon and Novice"Evins; three nephews,
Jewell McCallon. Howard (Buster) McCallon and Iris Evins
Crawford. Born Nov. 27, 1907. in Calloway County. he was the son
of the late Joel 011in Bins and Olive Baz.zell Evins.
.
Survivors include one son, Joel Wesley Evans and wife, Joyce,
Midway; three grandchildren. ,Sara Day Evans, Frankton, Amy
Evans Axon, Raleigh, N.C.. and Joel Wesley Evans 11, Hoyds Knob.
Ind.; three great-grandson; one great-granddaughter; one great:
great-granddaughter; two,sisters, Mrs. AllincEvins and Mrs. Mary
Evins Crawford, both of Murray; a niece, Marie McCallon Riley.
Mayfield; seVeral great-nieces and great-nephew s•.
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Mrs. Reetta Phelps

The funeral for Bill Cullop will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The
Mrs. Reetta Phelps, 95, Benton, diet Tuesday. Feb. 8_, 2005. at
Rev. Randy McClure and the Rev. Brett Miles
2:05 p.m. at Oakview Nursing & Rehabil tation Center, Calvert City.
will officiate.
She was a member of Altona Missi ary Baptist Church.
Active pallbearers will be Robert Young,
Her husband, William Phelps, one Iran, Jackie Phelps, two grandRobert Parke, Lewis Garland, Jeff Graham, Ben
children, two sisters and four brothers Anteceded her in death. She
Holland and Todd Pearson. Honorary pallbearers
was the daughter of the late Ernest Blacgrwell and Hattie Debuque
will be members of Murray Police Department.
Blackwell.
Burial will follow in Unity Cemetery.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Wanda Sue Myers, Calvert
will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
City; four sons, William Boyd 'Phelps, Lee Roy Phelps and Ernest
Gilbert Phelps, all of Benton, and Thomas Alton Phelps, (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of MurrayOkeechobee, Fla.; one sister, Mrs. Mary Francis Harris, Murray; one
brother, Victor Perry Blackwell, Paducah; 15 grandchildren; 22 Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.
Mr. Cullop, 65, Abilene Lane, Dexter, died Thesday. Feb. 8,
great-grandchildren; nine great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann 2005, at 3:30 p.m. at his home.
A veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps, he was a retired officer of
& King Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Roger Rice and the Rev.
C.C. Brasher will officiate. Burial will follow in the Fooks the Murray Police Department.
Born Jan. 22, 1940, in Evergreen Park, Ill., he was the son of the
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today late Henry Coy Cullop and Normand Jurgensen Cullop.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jean Puckett Cullop, to whom he
(Thursday).
was married Nov. 27, 1992; one daughter, Mrs. Kimberly Douglas
and husband, Billy, Fancy Farm; two sons, Jeffrey Cullop, Lynn
Fred Edgar Gee
Fred Edgar Gee, 83, Jackson, Mo., formerly of Murray, died Grove, and William James(Billy) Cullop and wife, Lee, Dexter; one
Tuesday, Feb. 8, 2005, at Saint Francis Medical Center, Cape stepdaughter, Ms. Rhonda Lee, Murray; two stepsons, David Lee
and Jeffery Lee and wife, Cheri, all of Dexter; one sister, Mrs.
Girardeau, Mo.
A self-employed interior and exterior design- Juanita Hale, Metamora, Ill.; nine grandchildren; six stepgrandchiler, he was a member of Westside Baptist Church, dren.
Murray, Ky. He moved to Jackson from Murray
five yams ago. He was a Navy veteran of World Mrs. Geneva W. Simmons
The funeral for Mrs. Geneva W. Simmons was held Monday at
War II.
Born Oct. 26, 1921, in Arcola, Ill., he was the 10 a.m. in Hopkinsville.
Mrs. Simmons, 91, Hopkinsville, died Friday, Feb. 4, 2005, in
son of the late Charles Arthur Gee and Dosy
•
Munson Gee. One daughter, three sisters and Hopkinsville.
She was the daughter of the late Thomas -And Vara Thomas
three brothers also preceded him in death.
Survivors include hisoarife, Mrs. Martha Williene Graham, to Wiliiams, former pioneer farmers and landownesak Calloway and
whom he was married Oct. 26, 1979, in Arcola; two daughters, Mrs. Trigg counties. Her husband, Earl W. Simmons, manager of the
Madelen McLaughlin, Cape Girardeau, and Mrs. Jody McLane, Buick dealership in Hopkinsville, died in 2004. Also preceding her
Arcola; three sons. Jerry Gee, Arcola, Gerald Graham, Dallas, in death were three sisters, Alma Guier, Anne Malone and Roberta
Texas, and Thomas Graham, Winter Garden, Fla.; 17 grandchildren; Cunningham; three brothers, Gillis, Loys and Cullen Williams.
Mrs. Simmons was a member of several church and civic organ21 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 10:30 a.m. at Lynwood Baptist izations, including the Thomas-Bridges Association of Trigg
Church, Cape Girardeau. Dr. Derek Staples will officiate. Burial will County. In 1972, she and her sisters received national recognition
follow in the Cape County Memorial Park with full military rites to for being five sisters to become charter members of the James
Thomas Chapter ohe National Society of the Daughters of the
be conducted by The Missouri Honor Guard at the grayeside._
Visitation will be at the church from 5 to 7 p.m. today American Revolution.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Kaye Stagner and hus(Thursday). Ford and Sons Funeral Home, Cape Girardeau.
band, Carl, Bowling Green, and Mrs. Beverly Wilson and husband,
Harold, Cadiz; one sister, Mrs. Hilda Bridges, Cadiz; three grandMrs. Sandra Jo Wood
Mrs. Sandra Jo Wood,78, Mill Creek, Wash., died there Monday, children; two great-grandchildren; 11 nieces and nephews, including
Gillis Bridges of Murray, and a host of other cousins and relatives in
Feb. 7, 2005.
Born June 16, 1926, in Murray. Ky., she was the daughter of the Murray and Calloway County.
late Eyra Heath and Freeman Redden.
Survivors include her husband, Frank Wood,one son, Dan Wood, Porter Bazzell Evans
The furierll for Poiter Bazzell Evans witl be Saturday at". p.m.
two grandchildren. Danny and Deena, and five great-granddaughin the chapel
ters.
of
Byrn
Barton Family Funeral Service. 1400 Talbot Road S., Suite 104,
Funeral
Renton, Wash.. 98055, is in charge of arrangements. It can be
Home.
reached at phone 206-730-9287 or www.bartonfuneral.com.
Mayfield. The
Rev.
Mary
Mrs. Virginia K. Garland
Alice
Mrs. Virginia K. Garland,81, Sharpe, died Tuesday. Feb. 8. 2005.
Crawford of
at Oakview Manor Nursing and Rehabilitation Center, Calvert City.
Rising
Sun
A retired restaurant cook in Grand Rapids, Mich., she was a
United Methodist Church in
member of Symsonia United Methodist Church.
Born in Anniston. Mo., she was the daughter of the late Harley E. Indiana will officiate. Sara Day
Choate and Marean Brokaw Choate. Four sisters and one brother Evans will be soloist.
Family members and friends
also preceded her in death.
•
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Judith Ann Storey, will serve as pallbearers. Burial
Hardin, Mrs. Melva Sue Chambliss, Benton, and Mrs. Jewell M. will follow in the Maplewood
Jones, Wyatt, Mo.; four sons, David Garland, Ohatchee, Ala.. James Cemetery. Mayfield.
Visitation will be at the funeral
E. Garland, Hardin. Any Garland, Paducah, and Alan McGraw, St.
Charles, Mo.; two brothers, G.W. Choate and Harley E. Choate Jr., home after noon on Saturday.
Mr. Evans. 97. died Monday.
both of Poplar Bluff, Mo.; 14 grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren;
Feb. 7. 2005, at Thomson-Hood
four great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Milner & Veterans Center, Wilmore. He was
a former resident of Midway and
On Funeral Home of Paducah. The Rev. Jim Glover will officiate.
Mayfield.
Burial will follow in the Oak Grove Cemetery, Charleston, Mo.
He attended the one-room
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m, today
Landon School in Calloway
(Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855 County. An Army veteran of
Jackson St., P0.-Box 7100, Paducah, Ky., 42092-7100 or Oakview World War II, he served in
Bel-Air Shopping Center
England and Germany. He was
Nursing and Rehab., 10456 U.S. 62, Calvert City, K ., 42029.
Murray
retired from Bowden Cleaners and
Curlee
Clothing,
Mayfield,
and
James Ehfin Garland
The funeral for James Elvin Garland will be
Friday at 1 p.m: in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Roy Gibson will officiate. Music will be by Oneida White and
Stephanie Roberts.
Pallbearers will be Trevor Coleman, Mac
Coleman, Stan Downs, Steve Downs, David
Roberts and Sammy Tidwell. Burial will follow
in the Barnett Cemetery.
Garland
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.54.97 • 0.02
Pepsico. Inc.
Pfizer, Inc. -------.-25.13 + 0.08
Regions Honda --32.37 + 0.08
Scheibe-limb —18.86 + 0.20
C1.64 + 0.09
Sears
- 0.04
Time Warner
US Bancorp -..-------.30.31 + 0.11
.-52.26 + 0.17
UST
+ 1.78
WellPoint
+ 0.08
Wal-Mart
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Tutors are
Cub Scout Pack 37 hosts 'Chili Sunday'
needed to
help volunteer
The Campus Connection
Volunteer Center, a division of
.amencan Humanics, .says it
needs your help.
Needed are Murray State
University students. staff and
faculty to volunteer help at
Big Brothe'rs/Big Sisters of
America.
The program is in need of
tutors for elementary students
at Murray, Elementary School.
The Humane society needs
Nolunteers to help at the booth
at the Regional'Special E‘ents
Center Feb. 17. 18 and 19.
Also the Calloway County Animal Shelter needs volunteers.
For more information visit
the Humanics office in room
105 of Carr Health Building
or call 762-3808 or 762-6117.

Type 0Blood now at
critical level
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Two
open heart surgeries Feb. 8
brought the availatile supply
of 0- blood down to eight
bags for Feb. 9. A safe local _
supply iN 260 hags or units.
The American Red Cross
asks everyone eligible to give
blood to %kit a btood drive
as soon as possible. Persons may
call 1-800- GIVE LIFE to find
a drive'near you. Telephones
are answered from 8 a.m. to
8:30 p.m.
It is critical that Type 0 be
available. Type 0 products are
important because everyone can
receive . 0- and most patients
can receive 0+.
Locations are available alsb
on
the
.website
at
http://tnvalley.redcross.org.

Dare to win
her heart

•••

Photo provided

Cub Scout Pack 37 will hold its annua
l "Sunday Chili Lunch" on Sunday from 12:30
to 3 p.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church. Served will be a bowl of chili
and drink along with free ice cream and
cake. This will be in celebration of the 75th
anniversary of Cub Scouting. Pictured are
Madison Schoppe, Amanda Jones, master
of pack, Hunter Smith, Kris Sato, Jason
Schoppe. Joshua Marvin. Ryan Baker and
Joseph Villanue.

Wall and Lough give presentations
and visit schools while in Japan
Dr. Russ Wall. interim dean
of the _college of education
(COE) at Murray State Uni.yersity. and Dr. Tom Lough.
associate professor in the
department of adolescent, career
and special education, were
recently invited to Japan to build
the relationship between the
COE and the faculty of education at Toyama Int\ ersity in
Toyama. Japan. The two colleges have a cooperative -agreement lots academic exchange.
During the trip. Wall gave
a presentation on education
reform in the United States
and Kentucky to Toyama education faculty: members and
graduate and undergraduate students. wail discussed the origins of the relationship between
Murray State and Toyama. as
well as future opportunities for
collaboration and cooperation.
Wall designed his presentation to project two images
simultaneously. one in English
and one in Japanese. Because
of this, the audience was able

AFFECTION

Remember
Valentine's Day

An Exciting New
Concept In Sleeting
Silver & Diamonds From f.55-$189

• Magnolia
• Fountains
• Gift Certificates

Lee Jewelry
Artisans
Where your ideas turn tt, gold
University Square
305-D North 12th
Murray, KY 42071
(2701 759-1141

•
•

gfe.fh cid glow,.special
Only on Fridays beginning Friday, Feb. 25th!
CASH &CARRY OM Y

9ege&Pa'a
—FLOWE RS
705 S. 4TH • MURRAY • 753-4320

to the fourth-grade class, sharing photographs of his own
fourth-grade daughter with class
members. Wall hopes to connect the two classes via e-mail
to share experiences and projects in the future.
Attached Junior High School,
which Wall and Lough visited, is closely affiliated with
Toyama University. They visited several •English classes
there and spoke about education in the United States and
answered questions about life
in America.
During the visit. Walt and
Lough had a different kind of
experience when rionhern,Jaeran
was at the epicenter of a major
earthquake. The quake, they
said: definitely got their attention. "I have never felt the
ground shake like-that." Wall
said.
Several
new
initiatives
involving the two universities
have begun since the visit. "We
have an outstanding opportunity in our relationship with
Toyama. University." Wall said.
"We have a lot to offer each
other, and I look forward to
strengthening the professional
relationship between the faculty and students of Toyama
University and Murray State
University."

Need Line records 515
applications for January
During the month of Janu- canned sauerkraut, canned
tomaary. Murray-Calloway County toes;
Need Line had a total of 515
II Personal and Creaning applications for help, accord- bath tissue, bleach,
shampoo,
ing to Tonia Casey. executive dish liquid, tooth paste;
director.
••Other needs = large brown
The needs were 427 for paper bags.
food: 78 for utilities; 30 for
These may be taken to the
rent; 23 for medical: 366 for office located on the
first floor
hygiene and cleaning, 83 for of Weaks Community
Center
persons unemployed: and 417 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Monfor inadequate income.
day through Friday. For inforSpecial items needed to fill mation call 753-6333.
the sacks for clients are the
The Need Line Board wi,11
following:
meet Monday at 12:30 p.m. at
II Cooler Freezer Pantry - Grace Baptist Church.
South
fresh eggs, canned spinach. Ninth Street, Murra
y

KIPSIGNMENT SALE

Gene & Jo's Florist will be
CLOSING AT 5 P.M.,
FRIDAY,FEBRUARY 11th
due to illness.
We will reopen at 8 a.m. on
Monday, February 21st.

to read the Japanese slides and
concentrate on Wall's comments
rather than concentrating on
interpreting the English slides.
Yoko Hatakeyama. Japanese
Scholar for the Teacher Quality Institute and senior lecturer in -the department of modern 'languages at Murray State.,
assisted Wall with translation.
Lough was also invited to
give a presentation about his
elementary science methods
course. His audience consisted
of undergraduate atudents and
faculty members. He introduced
the goals of his class, explained
its various components. and
described several.aiess projects. He also displayed photographs of his students involved
in various activities.
In addition to the presentations. Lough and Wall visited
an elementary and a middle
school. The first thing they did
at, each school was ie remove
their shoes and switch to "inside
slippers," in accordance with
Japanese custom. While on the
school visits, they shared green
tea with the principals and
learned about the schools.
The elementary school.
Yamada Elementary. has 76
students and 13 teachers, and
is a technology-centered school.
At Yamada, Wall spoke at length

IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!
MAYFWLD

PADUCAH

Feb.18 & 19 Drop Off
March & 5 Drop Off
Feb. 22 - 25 • Shopping Plaza
Mardi - 18. Gores - Lone Osk Rd.
* Murray clothing pick-up available *

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929

411,

Money

All items sorted at consignment • guaranteed

dt clothing feud).for pick up at end ofsale 7- no waiting.'

Needlepoint workshop
canceled for Saturday
The Needlepoint Workshop by Carole
Vake, nationally recognized needlepoint
educator from Austin, Texas, has been
canceleal for Saturday at St. John's Episcopal Church. Lake had a death in the
family and was unable to come.
But the sponsors, Western Kentucky/Ten.
nessee Stitcherers, local chapter of the
Embroiderers' Guild of America, will meet
Monday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Jo's
Christian Life Center of First United
Datebook Methodist Church, Murray. The program
By Jo Burkeen will provide studio time to work on an
old project or start a new one.
Community
Stitching Sisters, an informal meeting
Editor
of stitchers, will be Feb. 28 at the Christian Life Center.
The Paducah meeting will be Feb. 15 at 6 p.m. at Quilters' Alley, 417 North Third St., Paducah, with a program
on "Threads."
For more information contact Mary Renquist, president
of the chapter, at 436-5824. Guests interested in embroidery are welcome to any meeting.
1
Captain Wendell Oury hapter of Daughters of the American Revolution tat
aturday for lunch at noon at Tom's
Grille. DAR Good Citizen awards will be presented to
Breanna Volp, senior at Murray High School and daught
er of
Robert and Brenda Volp, and Carl Williams. senior at
Calloway County High School and son of John and
Susan
Williams. Sgt. Jim Osborne. Murray Police Department,
will
speak about Murray's -Citizen's Pollee Academy." Wilma
Beatty and Verona Grogan will be hostesses. Members and
prospective members are invited.

Fish fry planned at St. Leo church
The first of six weekly

fish fries will be held Friday from
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the Father Martin Mattingly
Parish Cen- ,
ter of St. Leo Catholic Church. These will contin
ue each Friday through March 18.

Woodmen Youth event Saturday
Woodmen

of World Youth event will be Saturday at 1
p.m.
on Quad A. lower level of Murray State Univer
sity Regional Special Events Center to attend the Murra
y-Austin Peay
basketball game. ID required for students over
age 16. For
reservations call 753-4377.

Valentine's dance on Saturday
Murray Single

s Organization will have its Valentine's dance .
on Saturday from 7 to 11 p.m. at the Joe
Creason Building,
1600 Park Ave., Benton. 4DJ Gary Long
will provide the
music. The cost will be $6 per person. Each
one is asked to
bring a snack to share. Murray Singles will
provide coffee
and soft drinks. For information call Jackie
at
7754, Helen at 761-3141 or Peggy at 753-8021. 1-270-24

Blood Drive will be Sunday
A Blood

Drive will be Sunday from noon to 3 p.m. in
the
Christian Life Center of First United Method
ist Church.

Writer's Potpourri Saturday
Writer

's Potpourri will be Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. All interested writers
are invited.

Glory Bound will be tonight
Lavonia

Rowland of Murray and the Messengers of
Marshall and Graves-counties will be featured
at Glory Bound
Entertainment tonight from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Weaks Community Cknter. This weekly event is sponso
red by Goshen
United Methodist Church. The public is invite
d and there is
no charge. Items for Need Line will be taken.
For more information calKl
JillietuLaawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor
at 7538124 or
at 753-1592.

Heskett Hert Day today
Hesket

t Chiropratii Center will have its annual
"Doctor
with a Heart Day" tod4. All services will
be complementary for a donation to Nfred Line of two
bags of non-perishablegroceries which 4an be brought to the
office before
Thursday. This day is for established patients
and new patients
as well. For informtlon or appointment call
759-1116.

WOW Lodge will meet tonight
. Woodmen

of World Lodge #592 will meet tonight at
6
p.m. at Holmes Family Restaurant, Highway
121 North, Mur-4
*ray.

Calloway surveys may be returned
Calloway Count

y Schools 2005-2006 Non-resident surveys
may be returned to Calloway County School
Board today'
from 4 to 6 p.m. at North and East Elementary
Schools; Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon at Calloway Count
y Board
Education.

VFW Post scheduled to meet
Post 6291 of Vetera

ns of Foreign Wars is scheduled
meet tonight at 7 p.m. at the American Legion
Hall.

Red Cross plans CPR Classes
Calloway

County Chapter of American Red Cross
will off
its monthly second Saturday "Community
First Aid & Sal
ty" course from 9 a.m. to 4. p.m. at the
Caltoway Publ.
Library. Course fee is $50 which includes
all books and mate
hats and certifications in Adult, Child and
Infant CPR as well'
as First Aid. Registration is required by
Friday at the Red
Cross Office at 607 Poplar St. CPR
recertification-only wi
be Thursday from 6 to 10 p.m. at Weaks
Center. For infor,
!nation call Holly Webb, Red Cross
director at 753-1421.

Now In Progress
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Homemakers Club expands horizons
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A statewide
association oace associated with farm
wives gathering for quilting and cooking
lessons is undergoing major changes .to
spur participation. and attract younger and
more diverse members.
The Kentucky Extension Homemakers
Association. a private volunteer organization with clubs in nearly every county in
the state, has seen its membership drop
about 50 percent in the past 20 years.
Also, the organization's core membership is aging fast, with tfie average age
of homemakers nationwide at about 60,
said Bonnie Tanner, assistant director for
family and consumer sciences at the University. of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service and an adviser to the association.
Club leaders attribute the membership
drain to competition with other social and
civic organizations, as well as people's
hectic work schedules.
Another problem, they say, might be
the perception that homemakeri clubs are
just for older women.
"I've had people say to me, 'I really
want to be in Homemakers. When I retire,
that's what I'm going to do," said Sheila
Fawbush, an extension agent in Shelby
County.
By expanding its focus, the association hopes. to widen its demographics.
Recent club meetings have included
sessions on fashion, influencing public
policy and trading stock market tips.
Homemakers in eastern and western
Kentucky recently had a lesson called "Walk
Your Land," which teaches people how
to determine if an illegal melhamphetamine laboratory is operating in their area.

said Deborah Murray, regional program
and development coordinator for the UK
Cooperative Extension Service in Eastern
Kentucky.
At least one club is using technology
to reach busy members.
Susie Wright, president of the River
Homemakers Club in Johnson County,started a Web site for homemakers several
years ago that now draws visitors from
other clubs in the state and people across
the nation who are not club members.
"I have all kinds of people from everywhere that join this," she said.
The first homemakers clubs were formed
in Kentucky about 80 years ago and were
originally known as Home Demonstration
Clubs.
The statewide association of homemakers clubs is closely tied to the University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service, which provides educational materials for the clubs to use. Extension service offices in Kentucky's counties provide facilities for the clubs to hold meetings.
There is a homemakers club in' nearly every county.
Homemakers' club leaders, aided by
county extension agents, are trying to
come up with ways to attract new people to the organization. Shelby County,
for example, has had a homemakers club
designed to help Hispanic immigrants adjust
to their new Kentucky home.
Also in Shelby County, efforts are
being made to start clubs geared to high
school and college students and young
mothers and professionals.
When Japanese-owned manufacturing
plants opened up in Central Kentucky,

Mercer County had a club that reached
out to new Japanese residents.
"We have what we call a friendship
circle and that is for people who are
interested in joining," said Rita Smart.
Madison County extension agent for family and consumer sciences. The friendship circle meets once a month, and participants have mentors who are members
of homemakers clubs. The idea is that
after circle participants become familiar
with how the clubs work they will want
to start one themselves 'or join, an existing one, she said.
Fayette and Jessamine County extension offices are working to start clubs
for college students, said Diana Doggett,
Fayette County extension agent for family and consumer sciences.
The Fayette County office also is planning a mother-daughter retreat this spring,
intended to generate interest in motherdaughter homemakers clubs, Doggett said.
Despite the changes, some homemakers clubs still hold strong to some traditions. Traditional'homemakers' lessons in
things like cooking and sewing continue
to be a draw.
"In the early days women didn't have
information and help and communications,
so they - literally used those clubs ... to
take care of their families," said Rene
Siria, president of the Kentucky Extension Homemakers Association.
Today. she said, "the things that they
learned early on are not as important.
The basics are not as necessary, but they're
not totally obsolete."
Information from: Lexington HeraldLeader. http://www.kentucky.com

Schumacher, born on Tuesday.
Jan. 25, 2005, at 7:58 p.m. at
Murray-CaHoway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 4 pounds
14 ounces and measured 17.5
inches.
Grandparents are Mary Smith
of Murray, Robert Schumacher of New Concord and Fred
and Linda Stalls of Almo.

Kaitlyn Nicole
Shaffer
4haffer

Samuel Ryan
Chapman

Addison Kay
Schumacher

Jason and -Kelly Chapman
are the parents of a son, Samuel
Ryan Chapman, born on Monday, Dec. 13. 2004, at 5:55
p.m. at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed 9 pounds
6 ounces and measured 21 1/2
inches. The mother is the former Kelly Coleman.
Paternal grandparents are
Eddie and LaJeanna Chapman
of Murray. Paternal greatgrandparents are Martha Cole
and the late James Calvin
Paschall of Murray and E.G.
and Ruth Chapman of Dexter.
Maternal grandparents are
Vicki Coleman of Russellville
and Kenny and Eileen Colematt of Olmstead. Maternal
great-grandparents are G.C. and
Doris McMillen of Russellville
and Betty Jo Coleman and the
late James Allen Coleman of
Olmstead. Maternal greatgreat-grandparents are Howard
Ham and Blanch Coleman. both
of Russellville.

Casey and Knsta Schumacher of Murray are the parents
of a daughter, Addison Kay

Bill and Sarah
of
Richmond are the parents of
a daughter, Kaitlyn Nicole Shaffer, born on Thursday. Jan. 20,
2005, at 8:26 p.m.
The baby weighed 5 pounds
13 ounces and measured 18
inches. A sister is Allison Paige.
Grandparents are Denton and
Ann Shaffer of Murray and
Noah Junior and Patsy StalIons of Dexter.

Trista Lee
Brooke
Tidwell
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby L. Tidwell of Hardin are the parents
of a daughter, Trista Lee Brooke
Tidwell. born on Saturday„pec.
18, 2004, at 6:59 p.m. arMurray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds
2 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Michelle R. Scjimitt. A
sister is Kelsi R. Ti
Grandparents are Elaine
Mills of Hardin. David Schmitt
Jr., Midlothian, Ill., Kathleen
Jackson of Hardin and the late
John Paul Tidwell.

JO BURKEEN Ledger & Times photos

The Rev. Emily Burch, associate pastor of First United
Methodist Chuch right, in top photo, was the featured
speaker at the January potluck luncheon of Christian
Women of Murwictured at left is Effie Kemp, chairman, who intdy,ced Burch. Soloist was Martha
Joiner, bottom left photo, and presenting the special
feature about special items at her store. Vintage Rose,
was Sarah Jones, owner, bottom right photo. The next
luncheon, catered by Judy Stahrer, will be Feb. 18 in
the social hall of First United Methodist Church which
is open to an interested women of the area. For information call Freda Lovett at 753-3999 or Jo Lovett at
753-4683.

By plucking her petals, you do
not gather the beauty of the
flower.

ALLIED
HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION
AMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
• Been told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
• We have programs that allow us to say "yes"
to your home.purchase or refinance.
• Call or come by today for your free pre-approval!

200 Poplar St. • Murray, KY
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093
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2 Gift Certificates
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All Brighton

Top to bottom: Tina Wright. Alesia Gail Parker, Judy Denton. Velda
Miller, Bill Leslie, Esther Porter, Vicki Moore, Lynda Grey Houck.
Travers Houck.(Not pictured: Pat Butler and April Roberts)

Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Buying or Selling,
GREY'S smart,funny, creative, dynamite,caring Realtors can help YOl.
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District Report Card 2003-2004
IN a gOlki starting
Dear Parents/Guardians:
about ourperforntance hi- report
is room for improvement. While it cannot tell everything
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and
is
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where
doing,
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district
our
well
rec.elit school
how
most
about
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information
rcIlect
provides
narratives
This report card
contact information and
council members, and school board members. Unless noted, all data is from the 2003-2004 school year.
district and school lit
Each
procedures.
and
point for discussions with our teachers, administrators, school
performance
district
Report Card, which contains a wealth of data and reports detailing
year's activity. For a more detailed examination of our district, please ask to see our Expanded
upon
request.
information
this
provide
required by law to

About Our District

solving problems, and Sen mg as responsible citizens ready to meet
all students academically, socially. and personally to be lifelong learners capable of thinking,
The !mission of the Calloway County School System is to empower
Calloway County School District operates a 22.8 million dollar
The
forty-five Exemplary Growth Districts in the state of Kentucky.
the challenges of tomorrow. The Calloway County School District has been recognized as one of
school. Beginning with a locally funded full-day kindergarten
and serves approximately 2,965 students in preschool through high
budget. spending approximately $8,412 per student. The district has roughly 487 full-time employees
student from the gifted/talented to special needs learner. All
every
challenge
to
designed
high quality standards based on curriculum
program, the three elementary schools (K-5), middle school (68)ad high school (9-12) offer
All five schools are governed by School-Based Decision.
(CITA).
-Regional Accreditation
by the Southern Association of Collues ancrSchools(SACS)as well as the Commission on International and Trans
schools are
families. Each school has an active parent-teacher
Resource/Youth Services Centers that meet the needs of our students'
aced ils. Two exemplary programs include the Calloway County Preschool and the Family
Making (SBDIaTt'ounc
academic and athletic programs.
,organization and encourages community involvement. Calloway County offers over 31 extracurricular

110‘v Our District Ensures Educational Equity

Yearly Progress goals as defined by No Child Left
learn. This belief is evidenced by the district having met all Adequate
The Calloway County Board of Education, administration, faculty and staff believe that all students can
achievement based on the Kentucky Core Content
student
on
focus
which
activities
development
professional
high-level
in
Behind. In order to ensure equity and prepare students to be responsible citizens, faculty and staff participate
implementation team reviews the district's nee0s
and
planning
comprehensive
district-level
National Standvds. Additionally, the
Guidelines, Academic Expectations, Learner Goals, Program of Studies. Performance Standards, and
to address the areas needing improveme0
written
are
objectives
which addresses equity and educational issues. Next, goals and
assessment and from this disaggregated data formulates a district comprehensive improvement plan,
status, or disability.
c
socio-economi
gender,
race,
of
regardless
level
high
a
at
achieve
will
students
Activities to help meet goals. objectives, and close achievement gaps are designed to ensure that all
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Novice
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Kentucky uses the Commonwealth Accountability Testing System (CATS)to hold schools accountable
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(
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Comprehensive
national
the
progress. CATS has three parts: the Kentucky Core Content Tests,
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24%
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17%
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Together these three elements make up our schools' CATS Performance Scores for every two-year period.
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The goal that by 2014 nearly all oldest' WM score pralcisot or distisguishoi.
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-Other Measures
or jobs.
to come to school, our dropout rate, and the degree to which our graduates, successfully move on to higher education
Other measures of district performance are the degree to which our district succeeds in getting students
Life
Admit
to
Transition
Another measure is the retention rate, which reflects the percent of students who were not academically ready
Work & PartVociTecit
Dropout
Atteadance Retention
Not Successful
to go on to the next grade and had to repeat the content of a grade for another year. These data reflect our perTime School
T
Traisiag
Work
Military I
CoUque
Rate
Rate
Rate
3.6%
31%
' 5.2%
36.3%
57%
46 1%
formance during the 2002-2003 school year.
0.9%
94
0.
95.1%
District
State

94.3%

2.2%

3 4%

54 8%

4.9%,

26.7%

2 9%

4%

6.7%

State Contest Results: Academie/Speech, Band. Chorus, and Orchestra
CCMS
as Debate and the team placed 6th in the state. CCHS Speech Team placed 9th .n.the state tournament.
ACADEMIC/SPEECH: CCHS Speech Team had state individual champions in Original Oratory and Lincoln-Dougl
Recall
Quick
Cup
Governors
the
in
2nd
placed
Elementary
East
Cup.
Presidents
Team was a semi-finalist in the WKTC
Academic Team placed 11th in the state in Governors Cup Future Problem Solving. CCHS Academic
4distinguished ratings in KMEA cont
Sa,ate,=
memberkAll
3
had
CCHS
BAND:
cornpon,
state43gr?v
in
and
jahotographyr
spelling,
in
Competition. CCMS"placed 3rd in Academic Quick Recall and 2nd place
nts passed the Kentucky Occupational
choir honors. CAREEik & TECHNICAL EDUCATION( 30 CC
ecy•hand assessments. CHM:8 members made the+CDA All State Choiti and members woo K
in Kentucky to meet all 5 Perkins
districts
only440
of
one
was
Calloway
Engineering.
Eduelition/PreSkill Standard Assessment in Administrative Support Services, Family Services. Horticulture, PtoductiollielAIR4Teollniclargy
Performance Measures.
Nat.

Teacher Qualifications

numbers do not include our adminThis chart shows the level of content preparation, continuing education, and classroom experience of our teachers.'These
while the second row presteachers,
our
of
certification
the
on
information
presents
row
top
istrators. guidance counselors, or library media specialists. The
yet not possess a formal
and
certified
fully
be
may
teacher
A
content.
ents additional information on the extent of their formal preparation to teach specific
mastery of the content areas they
major or minor in the subject they are teaching. The third row reflects the continuing efforts of our teachers to increase their
request, our district will provide
teach. The bottom two rows present further information about the extent of preparation and years of teacher experience. Upon
information about the qualifications of your child's teachers and teachers' aides.

'4 of Classes Taught bs Teachers
Certified for Subject sod Grade Level
% of Classes Taught by Teachers with a Major,
Minor,or the Egan aleat ia the Subject Being Taught
% of Classes Taught by Teachers Who Participated in
Coatest-Focused Profession' Developmeat

Our Learning Environment

% of Teachers with a Masters Degree
or Greater or the Eqiiivokit
Average Years of
Tao*Experience

School Safety
The information on school safety is intended to illustrate the policies and procedures we have in place make our schools as safe as possible for our students and
staff.

Yes
Visitors are Required to Sign in
All Parents received the District Discipline Code
% of Classrooms with Telephone Access to Outside Lines

No

State

100%

NA

98%

NA

100%

NA

73%

82%

13.3

11.9

'

100%

Procedures in Place in Our Districtfor Drug and Weapon Detection
regarding the prohibition of weapons, knives, and drugs in our schools. All schools have adopted clear
The District's Code of Acceptable Behavior and Discipline provides parents and students with district policies and procedures
Number of Students Trausferred to
Numbs* of Students Suspended
behavioral standards that are posted throughout all buildings. Program options for at-risk students,include
Number of Reported
Violation
Altersative Placement for This
or Expelled for This
luddiets
Day Treatment Center and Alternative Education Center programs. Drug prevention programs are offered
NA
.0
0
Aggravated Assault (with latest to cause
for students K-I2. The middle and high schools are staffed with trained resource officers for security and
educational purposes. Surveillance devices are located on buses and in some schools. Restricted access injurv)
N/A
7
7
Drag Abuse Violations
N/A
is enforced in all schools and on all campuses. Random inspections of lockers and belongings are con2
1
Weaposs Viand's=
parents
with
prevention
ducted witti support of community resources. All staff have been trained in crisis
and community representatives serving on the district crisis management team.
Student Resources

District,
State

Spending per Student

Stade= Teacher Ratio

Studemt/Computer Ratio

8412
7007

15 1
16 1

3.2 1
381

% of Classrooms with Si Least Oat KETS
Workstation With [Menet Access
100
100

Parental in

Our District

of Students Whose
Parent/Guardian Had at Least
Conference
A One Teacher
1826

Parentsi Guardians Vadat
;
1774
in School Conseil(SBDN1)
Elections
397

I of Volunteer
Hours

0 of Parents/Guardians Serving on
the School Council(SBDM)or Its
Conuralttees
57

10340
i

How iiIrse Technology To Teach
•
Calloway County teachers use technology as a tool to engage our students in meaningful learning experiences. Professional development in technology is focused on training teachers to use technology to meet
the multiple learning styles and academic needs of our students. Students receive training and instruction
in computer literacy. Internet research skills, data collection and analysis, multi-media presentations and
various other technical skills and tools. Users•in Calloway County Schools are required to adhere to the
requirements of our Acceptable Use Policy in the use of the Internet and all technical resources. The goal
for technology integration is to provide equitable and efficient use of technology in instruction to prepare
our students for a successful and productive future. The district has recently purchased 450 new multimedia capable computers to support our curriculum and has begun an on-line assessment initiative to
assist in determining student needs and tailoring our curriculum to meet individuals academic needs.

Extracurricular Activities

Club, Student Technology Leadership Program, Yearbook, National Science Honor Society. Chemistry Team, DEC/a.
ACADEMICS: Academic Team, Beta Club, Junior Beta Club, Future Problem Solvers, Speech Team, Drama
SOS, Student Council, Art Club, Choir. Marching/Instrumental/Jazz Band, Spanish Club, ATHLETICS: Little League
Review;
Laker
Club,
Language
Foreign
FBLA, FCCLA. FFA, TSA. VICA. FCA. KVA. Leadership Tomorrow,
Country, Baseball, Volleyball, Pep Club & Spirit Group. GENERAL INTEREST: Fit Kids Club, Character Counts
Cross
Basketball and Football, Basketball, Football, Cheerleading, Soccer, Swimming,Tennis, Golf, Track, Softball,
Crew. and Young Writers Workshop.

Awards and Recognition

North Calloway Elementary. Southwest Calloway Elementary. and Calloway County High School's 2002-2004
Callow-ay County School District is one of 45 Exemplary Growth Districts in Kentucky. East Calloway Elementary,
was in the progressing area of accountability cycle. CCHS won 1st in the MSU Chemistry Tournament, won
index
2002-2004
School's
Middle
biennium index exceeded their goals for the Accountability Cycle. Calloway County
was 1st in Quill and Scroll. CCMS won the presentation category at the Region 1 Technology showcase and
the Girl's State Softball Championship. runner up in the 1st Region Boy's Basketball tournament and the Laker Review
for the President's Education Awards, Presidential Physical Fitness Awards. Academic Team.tonservation
recognized
North
were
and
Southwest
East.
at
Students
Fair.
MSU
Science
had 5 superior and 5 excellent ratings at the
and GT.
Citizenship
Bee,
Spelling
attendance,
Poster Contest. STLP program. Student Council, Accelerated Reader program. perfect

What We Are Doing To Improve

in students, use technology to enhance instruction and facilitate administration, and offer innovan e
The goals of the Calloway County Schools are to provide instruction in high academic standards, build character and integrity
based on the Character Counts program. The multi-phase high school renovation project has been completed.
alternative programs. In partnership with the Pella Corporation. all Calloway County Schools are engaged in activities
achievement,
comfort, and preparation for transition to adult life. Using the concept of administrative building walkto
student
conductive
environment,
learning
orderly
and
safe
a
This twelve million dollar investment will provide
students,
provide a positive learning environment, and improve efficiency by implementing district and
all
for
throughs and the MAP online assessment, the district is encouraging faculty and staff to increase academic performance
opportunities for all students and close student achievement gaps. Calloway County Schools
enhance
to
working
is
district
the
process,
Planning
Improvement
e
Comprehensiv
the
of
Kentucky
use
the
school level initiatives. Through
continues to meet all federal and state mandated educations goals.

How To Get More Information

the top of this District Report Card. You may contact your Sclioollioard members at the numbers below. Visit our central office and ask for the Expanded
Call, e-mail, fax or write to oin superintendent at the number and address on
Core Content Test data and C1'BS/5 national norm referenced test data disaggregated by gender, ethnicity, disability and other criteria. This disaggni
Kentucky
including
information
of
variety
a
contains
District Report Card that
Report Card may he free or provided at cost of copying.
District
the
of
Expanded
gated data is available to you at no cost. The remainder
SCHOOL INFORMATION
BOARD MEMBERS
CENTRAL OFFICE
East Calloway Elementary: Fred Ashby. Principal - 762-7325
Linda Avery - (270)762-7300
Cindy Jones. School Business Administrator • •
North Calloway Elementary: Margaret Cook. Principe- 762-7335
Dennis Fisher, Director of Pupil Personnel
Terry Bourland - (270)762:7300
Calloway Elementary: Janet Johnson, Principal - 762-7345
Southwest
Randy McCallon. Assistant Superintendent
Jeff Gordon -(270) 762-7300
Middle School: Tawyna Hunter. Principal - 762-7355
Calloway
Debbie Plummer, Director of Special Education
762-7300
(270i
High School: Yvette W. Pyle. Principal - 762-7375
Steve
Grogan
County
Calloway
Susan Taylor, District Technology Coordinator
Jason Scarborough. Principal - 762-7410
Preschool:
(270)
762-7300
Smotherman
Richard
Instruction
of
Stephanie Wyatt, Supervisor
of services.
provision
or
employment
in
disability
sex,
or
age,
origin,
color,
national
race,
of
basis
the
on
Our district does not discriminate
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Memphis mauls Cardinals

AP Photo
Louisville's Francisco Garcia, right, tries to get the ball
away from Memphis Rodney Carney during the second
half of the Tigers' 85-68 upset win Wednesday In
Louisville. Carney had 24 points in the win. Garcia fouled
out with seven points.

DUKE 71

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Louisville
.-oach Rick Pitino insists that the ninthranked Cardinals should not yet be considered one of the nation's elite teams.
Now, he has a game film to prove it.
Freshman point guard Darius Washington
scored 25 points ,and Memphis coach John
Calipari earned his 300th victory
Wednesday night in the Tigers'85-68 rout of
Louisville.
The Cardinals (20-4, 8-2 Conference
USA) were leading the nation in margin of
victory coming into the game (plus 23), but
were dominated from the start by the more
aggressive Tigers.
"I knew it was corning," Pitino said, "I
just didn't think it would be this bad."
Taquan Dean and Ellis Myles each scored
17 points for Louisville, which suffered its

worst home loss in four seasons under
Pitino.
The frustrated coach kept his players
away from the media afterward.
"Our locker room is closed," he said. "I
don't think they are worthy of speaking to
you...
The Cardinals were outrebounded 41-30
and shot a season low 33 percent (19-0f-58).
But Pitino was more critical of the
Cardinals' defense, which allowed the
Tigers to shoot 51 percent for the game and
68 percent in the second half.
"We've been relying on making shots and
when a night comes like tonight, it's not
there." Pitino said. "We have to get back to
basics defensively."
Rodney Carney added 24 points and
Anthony Rice had 15 — all in the second

-L1ORTH CAROUNA 10

Be-Deviled Again
Duke has won
1501 the last 17
meetings with
its archrival
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DURHAM, N.C. (AP) —
For the second straight year,
Roy Williams watched as North
Carolina squander a chance to
win in Cameron Indoor
Stadium.
David Noel dribbled the ball
out 'of bounds as the buzzer
sounded, sealing the secondranked Tar Heels' 71-70 loss to
No. 7 Duke on Wednesday
night. It was their 15th loss in
*-..Last 18 meetings with the
Slue Devils, and fourth in a
row at Duke.
It was another painful\funsh
for the Tar Heels (19-3, 8-2
Atlantic Coast Conference) in
an arena where they have won
just once in nine years. Last
season, they trailed by three
points when Rashad McCants
lost the ball in front of the
Carolina bench with 4.4 seconds left in a 70-65 loss.
This time, they couldn't get
off a final shot in a game in
which they trailed most of the
way.
"We'd have folded last year
and got beat by 20." said Sean
May, who had 23 points and 18
rebounds. "We had an opportunity to win. We just didn't make
the play at the end."
The botched possession
capped a night in which Duke's
defense harassed Raymond
Felton and the Tar Heels, who
couldn't protect
ball, get out
in transition or 'i the ••ints
that have come • easily season.
Duke (18-2; 8-2) kept the
game almost entirely in the
halfcourt, slowing the pace and
derailing an offense that came
in averaging a national-best 92
points per game. North
Carolina finished with 23
turnovers — eight coming from
the normally sure-handed
Felton — that led to 26 points
for the Blue Devils.
Instead of running with the
Tar Heels, Duke held the ball

AP Photo
Duke's J.J. Redick (4), second from left, and Lee Meichionni (13) leap into the air as
they hug after beating North Carolina 71-70 at Cameron Indoor Stadium Wednesday in
Durham N.C. Joining in the celebration are Duke's Shavlik Randolph (42), left,
Demarcus Williams (21) and Sean Dockery (15), right. No. 7 Duke won 71-70 over No.
2 North Carolina.
on many possessions, milking offense," Williams said, "I the Tar Heels each time they
time and letting J.J. Redick. mean, they spread the floor and failed to play foul-free defense.
DeMarcus Nelson or Daniel controlled the tempo that way.
"When you're trying to play
Ewing drive in the waning sec- And in their pressure defense, great defense for 35 seconds
onds of the shot clock."The there's no question that both- every time and end up with a
strategy worked perfectly.
ered us. too."
foul, that takes a lot out of the
'They slowed us down when
Duke went 21-for-22 from team," said McCants, who finthey got the job done on the free-throw line, punishing ished with just 11 points.

Walker ready to begin leszettld chpter
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Murray resident Dan Walker opened
another chapter of his athletics career a few
days ago by being inducted into the
Sycamore High School Hall of Fame near
Cincinnati, Ohio.
However, as he has
discovered in return ventures home over the
years, the Sycamore
Township he left after
his senior year of 1958 at
Sycamore High School
is quite different in
appearance. It has grown
significantly
— now
with a population of
Walker
20,000 permanent residents — which may account for why Aviator
athletics is as lively now as it was in his days
as a letterwinnner in four different sports.
"I was discussing this with somebody at
the banquet that night, and they told me how

half — for the Tigers (14-10, 7-3
Conference USA), who beat a Top 25 team
on the road for the first time in five tries this
season and snapped Louisville's nine-game
winning streak.
"I'm calm now," said Calipari, who turns
46 on Thursday. "But when I get near the
plane. I'm going to do some back-flips up
the steps. I'm so happy."
The Cardinals rank second in the nation
in field goal percentage defense, but the
Tigers' defense took control early. triggering
a 16-5 opening run by holding the Cardinals
without a point for more than 9 minutes.
Louisville, averaging 85 points per game.
missed seven straight shots and corrunitted
five turnovers during the drought. At the end
of one sloppy possession. Myles threw up

•See LOUISVILLE Page 2B

Catching Up With

Eddie Ford malls
fond memories at
Murray State
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Eddie Ford is certainly not
the most well-known - name
among the Murray State basketball program's legion of alumni.
However, one might be hardpressed to find a former Racer
who thinks as highly of his alma
mater as the Nortonville native
does.
"Those were good times,"
said Ford. a former MSU guard
under long-time head coach Cal
Luther from 1964 to 1966. "I
have a lot of fond memories of
Murray State, and I have a lot of
close friends there who will be
my friends for the rest of my
life.
"Murray is such a unique
place. People really care about
their basketball program. and
it's not just lip service. They
really step up and do what it
takes to be successful there," he
added.
Ford's affection for MSU
rubbed off on his family — and
particularly on his son, Travis.
"Travis's dream was to play
at Murray State. ...That's how
fond we were of Murray." Ford
recalled. "But he had an opportunity to go to a bigger school.
and I can't blame him for that."
Travis Ford went on to star at
the University of Kentuiky.
where he earned first-team AllSoutheastern Conference honors
twice and helped lead the
Wildcats to the 1993 Final Four.
Travis is now the head coach at
Eastern Kentucky University,
where his Colonels routinely do
battle with his father's former
school.
By virtue of his son's career.
Ford keeps a regular check on
the Racers' progress during the
basketball season — even
returning to Murray each year
when the Colonels play MSU at
the Regional Special Events
Center.
"It is kind of weird because
my heart was always there."
noted Ford of returning to
Murray to root for the opposing
team."I don't get a chance to get
back there very often. but I
always enjoy going back to
Murray for a game."

&

Murray is such a

unique place. People
really care about their
basketball program,
and it's not just lip
service. They really
step up and do what it
takes to be
successful there

II

— Eddie Ford
Former Murray State basketball
ward tbat flayed with tee Racers
from 1964 to 1966
Like many Murray State
alumni. Ford is impressed with
the luxuries and amenities
offered by the seven-year-old
Regional Special Events Center,
but prefers the atmosphere of
tradition-rich Racer Arena.
• "The first thing I think about
when I think of Murray State is
Racer Arena:" Ford claimed. "It
was such a special place. ...
Nobody wanted to come to
Murray and play there because it
was, such a difficult place to
play: So many times, we'd here
(opposing players) say that they
hated going there."
Ford, who now lives in
Henderson, still remains very
much involved in basketball in
Kentucky. serving as a Nike representative
within
the
Commonwealth. He is also
involved with the annual Nike
Elite basketball camps and
works with the Kentucky AllStar basketball program.
Last summer, Ford had the
opportunity to re-live a part of
his Murray State days by inviting his former college coach to
tour with the all-star squad.
"I ran into Coach Luther last
year at the Final Four, and I
asked him to go to Ital with
us," said Ford. "He coached the
team for me. That brought back
a lot of memories. He's a very
outstanding coach who really
knows the game, and •I was fortunate enough to have played for
him."

they now have la crosse. I'm like. 'La mater, the University of Louisville, where,
crosse...?' They didn't even have a pool shortly after signing his letter-of-intent, he
when I was there.
spent a day with the Baltimore Colts star just
"It's just grown so much," said Walker. months after he had led the Colts to victory
noting how only The Ohio State University in the 1958 NFL Championship game.
fields more tompetitive athletes of all the
"I got to work out with him that day and
schools in that state, "You know, what got to see him throw some.
tell you, I got
makes inc so proud. though? The all-around- to see why he was so good. He had just huge
ness that existed when I was there is still hands," he said. "But he was a really nice
going."
person. too, and he told me things he
That multi-task idea for Sycamore ath- 'thought could help me.
letes was formed in the 1950s by a coach
''Of course, also working out with us that
who started the 3,000-Point Club, which day was the guy that beat me out (Johnny
awards athletes not for how many points Giles)..He went on to break Unitas' records
they score in games. but more for participa- there. So. I didn't get to play offense like I
tion — particularly in practices, which wanted."
meant mutli-sport athletes could really pile
Walker resorted to what he had learned at
up the points.
Sycamore about multiple opportunities and
Still. Walker did seem to especially excel accepted an invitation to be a free safety. He
on the gridiron, where he played all four spent three years as a starter on teams that
years and was the Aviators' starting quarter- finished a combined 26-13 from 1959-62.
back the final two.
Shortly after graduating. Walker's versaHis adoration for NFL legend Johnny tility struck again as decided against joining
Unitas led him to sign with Unitas' alma

•See WALKER Page 38
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71
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21
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Colorado
91 35 1/2
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just the ninth 3-point attempt of
his career, missing it badly.
"The:first 10 shots we took
were terrible shots," Pitino said.
The Tigers, meanwhile, committed only one turnover in the
first 12 minutes after coughing
up a season-high 26 in a loss to
Houston last Saturday. .
Much of that was due to
Washington, who repeatedly
glided through the Cardinals'
full-court pressure for layups.
"I was breaking the press,
getting in the middle," said
Washington, who had five
assists and five rebounds. "I was
taking it and they just fell."
Myles made two free throws
with 7:47 left in the half to end
Louisville's scoreless stretch.
He had a layup and zipped an
assist to Francisco Garcia to
trim Memphis' lead to 16-11.
Carney then hit two 3-pointers during a 10-2 run that muted
the capacity crowd. He and
Washington scored 28 of the
Tigers' 34 first-half points. The
Cardinals mustered only 22

first-half points after
missing 15 of 20 shots.
Louisville continued to sputter in the second half, missing
10 of its first 13 shots.
Rice hit a 3-pointer with
16:49 left to launch a decisive
16-2 run. Garcia hit a free throw
with 11:05 left, but Rice made a
3-pointer to push the lead to 5731, the Tigers' biggest to that
point.
"I was shocked," Washington
said."We got them down and we
kept them down.".
Dean hit a 3-pointer with 7
minutes left as Louisville's
defense finally started generating turnovers and easy baskets.
A layup by Myles with 5:12
to go trimmed Louisville's
deficit to 66-49, but Rice made
four free throws over the next
minute as the Tigers pushed the
lead back over 20.
"It helps us a lot to beat Top
25 team," Carney said. "Not a
lot of teams come in here and
win."
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Steroids talk overshadows All-Star announcement

isco
- The 2007 All-Star game will be played in San Franc
in baseball date back more than

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Commissioner Bud Selig knetv
what direction questions would
go when he came to the area
that's been at the center of baseball's steroid scandal.
It took only a short time for
the topic Wednesday to shift
from San Francisco being
awarded the 2007 All-Star game
to the controversy surrounding
Canseco's
BALCO,. Jose
upcoming book and baseball's
new steroid policy.
"I'm shocked it took 10 minutes for somebody to ask that
question," Selig said when
asked about the book by
Canseco that reportedly accuses
Mark McGwire, Jason Giambi,
Rafael
Rodriguez,
Ivan
Palrneiro and Juan Gonzalez of
steroid use.
The new book by Oakland's
former MVP and the BALCO
investigation that has cast a
cloud over Giambi, Barry
Bonds, Gary Sheffield od ether
players has made the Bay Area
the center point of the steroid
controversy.
Selig wouldn't directly corn-

AP Photo

Major League Baseball commissioner Bud Selig, middle,
is surrounded by the media after a ceremony to announce
the city of San Francisco as the host for the 2007 AU-Star
Game in San Francisco, Calif., Wednesday. Selig is confident that baseball's new steroid policy will be in place
when spring training opens next week and dismissed criticism that it does not go far enough to rid the game of
performance-enhancing drugs.

agreement.
That policy, which consisted,
of only survey testing the first
year and no suspensions until a
second positive test after that,
was ridiculed as ineffective.
With some of its biggest stars
under suspicion and lawmakers
demanding action, baseball
adopted a tougher steroid-testing program last month that will
suspend first-time offenders for
10 days and randomly test players year-round.
The two sides are finalizing
the language of that agreement,
and Selig expects it to be in
place when spring training
opens next week.
"We've done what we needed
to do," Selig said."We were told
we didn't have a testing policy
and then we did that. People said
it was weak and toothless. Then,
all of a sudden people said
maybe it is , working, but now
we've done a lot more. I know
there are some people who have
been critical. They're wrong.
This is a good policy, a tough
policy."
While whispers of steroid use
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a decade, when bulked-up players began hitting homers in
record numbers. Selig said he
hadn't heard the rumors until
about 1998, when McGivire
broke Roger Mans' single-season home run mark.
"I never even heard about it,
Selig said. "I ran a team and
nobody was closer to their play ers and. I never heard any comment from them. It wasn't until
1998 or '99 that I heard the dis- .
cussion."
Even though some of the
sport's most cherished records
are now held by players accused
of steroid use. Selig said there
were no current plans to put a
special notation on those marks
in the record book.
Selig also said baseball
would have announcements
upcoming about its plans to
market Bonds' pursuit of Hank
Aaron's home run record. After
the San FranciscosChronicie
reported in December that
Bonds testified to a grand jury
that he used substances prosecutors believe are steroids.

Vehicles
Starting at
$9900

ATTENTION

Due To A Record
Setting January,
We're Over Run
With Fresh Trades
At UNBELIEVABLE
LOW PRICES!

Good
Credit
Will Be
Rewarded!

ment on Canseco's book, but
said baseball executive vice
president Sandy Alderson, a former president and general manager of the A's, would address
the book after it's released next
week.
Selig did say he is confident
that baseball's new steroid policy will be in place when spring
training opens next week and
dismissed criticism that it does
not go far enough to rid the
game ofperforrnance-enhancing
drugs.
"As a sport, we have done
everything that we could at this
point," he said. "There are
immediate penalties, random
testing, a player gets publicly
named if heaven forbid he does
test positively,
"I'm very sensitive about this
whole subject, but I think the
sport has addressed it. It isn't as
if we have ignored it."
Baseball didn't have a steroid
policy until 2002, when allegations by former MVPs Canseco
and Ken Caminiti pressured
players and management to
negotiate one into the new labor
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'Barna cleans boards and Tennessee in win
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Alabama
establishei4 its dominance under the basket
early against Tennessee, and coach Mark
Gottfried went into the locker room at halftime happy about almost every phase of the
game.
The. No. 17 Crimson Tide was beating
Tennessee on rebounds 23-6 at the break and
finished with an advantage of 24 in a 72-54
victory Wednesday night.
Alabama could have had a bigger lead if
not for 12 turnovers in the first half.
"I cheered our team on (at halftime).
Every phase of the game in the first half
from our field goal percentage to their field
goal percentage and the rebounding margin.
The only thing was the turnovers," Gottfried
said.
Rebounding was an emphasis against the
Volunteers after Alabama (18-4, 7-2
Southeastern Conference) was embarrassed

on the boards in a 31-point loss at Flonda on
Saturday. The Gators beat the Tide 46-23 on
the hoards and snapped Alabama's six-game
winning streak.
"I hate that it took us to lose for us to get
our mind right, but we do have it right now,"
Alabama's Chuck Davis said.
Kennedy Winston led the Tide with 18
points. Jennareo Davidson had 16 points
and 14 rebounds and Davis had 16 points
and a career-high Ii rebounds. Earnest
Shelton added 12 points.
The Volunteers (11-12, 4-6) got as close
as three points after scoring the first basket
in the second half, but the Tide had a 12-4/
run to push the lead to 42-31 with 14:37'
remaining.
Alabama trailed once in the first half, but
after Tennessee went ahead 18-15 the Tide
had a 10-2 run to regain the lead for good.

Look West for •Walker.
weekend's From Page 1B
the United States Marine
Corps at the last minute when he
• top Derby received an unexpected invitation to become the first head
Former Southerrt California offensive coordinator Norm
football coach at just-constructwinner
s
Chow, right, talks with quarterback Matt Leinart in this
ed North Hardin High School
••

et,
The final rebounding tally was 43491
•A
and Tennessee's previous season-lo
,
rebounds was .25. Alabama ciune into the
game with a 2.5 rebound margin over its;
previous SEC opponents.
i
"I told our team in practice that we had toi •
keep Alabama from . getting offensive:
rebounds. You cannot have that big of a dif-,
ference anti still have a chance to win the!
game," Tennessee coach Buzz Peterson saiik
Alabama has won six straight over thei
Vols, including a 35-point rout in the first
1
routOs_of last
_ year's SEC tournament.
i
CJ.Watson had 15 points for Tennessee),
ite the return of center Brandon Crump!
injury, the Vols mainly used the smaller lineup they employed when Crump wissi,
out.
. •. i
.
It created mismatches in favor of the Tide:
on the boards and on defense. and Alabama;
had counted on it.
,
i
1,
i

p

' AP Photo

Nov. 4, 2003, file photo taken in Los Angeles. Chow was
By The Associated rress
hired as offensive coordinator of the Tennessee Titans,
An early matchup of top
Wednesday after helping USC win two consecutive
Kentucky Derby contenders is
national championships. This is Chow's first job in pro
set- for Sunday, with Bob
football after 32 seasons at Brigham Young University, Baffert's
Roman Ruler and D.
North Carolina State and USC.
.Wayne Lukas' Consolidator
making their 3-year-old debuts
•
in the San Vicente Stakes at
Santa Anita.
Roman Ruler was fifth as the
favorite in the Breeders' Cup
Juvenile in October, but gets a
new rider in Hall of Farrier Jerry
Bailey, who replaces Corey
Nakatani.
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP) — opinions. So that's one thing
"He looked like the Roman
Norm Chow's impressive col- that's going to be a paramount
Ruler of old," Baffert said this
--21-Tiege resume was more than priority of ours is to keep the
enough to convince Titans coach pocket dean and keep Steve week after his colt worked six
furlongs in 1:11.40, the fastest
Jeff Fisher that he was the right from getting hit."
time of the day.
man to be the NFL's newest
McNair had bone grafted
While three-time Derby winoffensive coordinator.
onto his sternum Dec. 28 after
ner
Baffert has 12 horses nomiFisher lured Chow away missing six starts and parts of
from his job as offensive coordi- two others last season. He has nated for the Triple Crown
nator at Southern California, said he'll wait,to decide whether races, Roman Ruler enters the
where he helped the Trojans win he should retire from the NFL Derby chase as the trainer's No.
I prospect, with three victories
two consecutive national titles.
after 10 seasons.
in five starts.
"
"Everybody understands it's
Fisher said he believes
Consolidator, fourth in the
an opportunity for me and my McNair will return. The quarterfamily to get to the highest level back met with Chow on Friday, BC Juvenile after getting
of football, and they understand and McNair's recovery is warty bumped, worked five furlongs in
the excitement that we have," complete.
58.60 On Sunday. Owned by
Chow said during a conference
"He's doing very well right Bob and , Beverly Lewis,
call Wednesday.
now. and I know he's excited Consolidator will be ridden by
Fisher said he was impressed
Victor Espinoza, who takes over
about this," Fisher said,
with Chow's ability to teach
for
Rafael Bejarano.
Chow
replaces
Mike
young players and pointed out
Heimerdinger, who W1Cred as
that Chow has coached three
the New York Jets' offensive
Heisman Trophy
winners,
including the most recent in coordinator last month.
This is Chow's first job in pro
Matt Leinart. He also noted that
Chow's offense has ranked in football after 27 seasons at
the top 10 nationally 15 of the B YU, a season at North
Carolina State and the last four
last 21 years.
"We know which direction at USC. Chow had some NFL
our offense wants to .go, and I opportunities in the past, but
felt without any question in my never pursued them.
mind that he's the right guy to • Asked about reports of 1-Action with USC coach Pete,
get us there," Fisher said.
Fisher has no doubt ehow Carroll, Chow said there was
can handle NFL defenses nothing to that talk.
"All of that is exaggerated,"
despite spending 32 years
coaching in the college ranks. Chow said. "I owe a lot to Pete
Chow's hiring may have also Carroll. He knows that. He
AP Photo
given quarterback Steve McNair knows how I feel. I know how Rafael Bejarano guides
another reason to return for next he feels. We can't control any- Consolidator to a twothing else."
season.
length victory in the
A USC alumnus, Fisher also S500,000
"I believe that this decision
Lane's
End
interviewed assistant head coach
• I a little more bounce in his
Breeders'
Futurity
at
George
Henshaw and quarterhe's had," Fisher said
step
Keeneland Race Course in
backs coach Craig Johnson off
Nair.
of
Lexington.
It e of Chow's top priorities
his own staff.
quarterback
"t
is
keep a
on his
feet d keep him from getting
kn. ked down," Fisher said
esday at .a news confernee.
"Obviously, we share similar

USC says
'Chow'to Norm

re

a
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in
Radcliff, which clunsisted of
players that had never previously played.
Three years later. Walker had
led the Trojans to a 7-3 mark—
the first real success for a program that has now grown into
one of the state's most powerful.
Yet it would be a sport that
Walker had not joined at
Sycamore — wrestling — that
provided perhaps his biggest
memories at North.
"That actually is what led to
me coaching college football,"
said Walker, who left for
Morehead State University in
1968 to become that school's
head wrestling coach and a football assistant. "I was without an
assistant football coach at first
(at North), so they finally did get
an assistant in there and he was
our wrestling coach.
"We made a deal that we'd
assist the other one in their
sport. Well, the year he leaves,
we had a really good teant that
finished third or fourth in the
state. The year after he left
(1968), I took over as head
coach and we won the state
championship, so 1 was fortunate there."
The Morehead job brought an
opportunity for more success
later as he developed a friendship with an assistant named
Mike G ttfried, who hired
Walker as arterbacks coach at
Murray S e in 1978.
In so oing, Gottfried helped
Walker Li d his new home. It
would be the place Walker
would finish his professional
career, spending 19 years with
Calloway County High School's
football program after leaving
MSU following the 1980 Ohio
Valley Conference championship season. Murray is where
he still lives to this day.
"I like to sit down and talk
about coaching with him, but
also with all our other coaches
that have been here at

Photo Submttted.

Dan Walker speaks during a ceremony honoring his:
Induction into the Sycamore High School Hall of Fame.,:Calloway," said newly-named (Gotttried) clearly was that
CCHS head coach Josh McKeel, just didn't think I was geared flk.
who played on Calloway's 1996 it.
•;
team that, &not for a 13-9 loss,.
"Yes, it would've been a
at Hopkinsville. would have chance to have gone closer
played for the Class 3A West home. By then, though, 1 was
sub-state crown.
.
happy whore 1 was, Murray eati;r
"That was the high-point for of remihds me of the place'
our program here. We were 11- grew up, and I like that.'
:
2, and (Walker) was our offenAt CCHS. he was part of the
sive coordinator. He brought the school's three district champifour-wide offense to us, and we onships in Class 3A — the lit,st
had a lot of fun with it. He had coming in 1981 when the Laker
ti outstanding offensive mind led early against heav ily 31.
and could just look at a defense favored Franklin Simpson. only:
and study it and be able to take to fall 20-14 in Murray.
advantage of its weakness. With
The last came in 1997. when'
him still li irig here, I definitely the Lakers compiled a solid 9think I need to take advantage of mark but again were ousted by:
•
that."
Hoptown in.the second round oft
"I did think about leaving. the playoffs..
•
though," Walker said of how he
In his CCHS tenure. Walker:
nearly decided to go with als6 had the opportunity to tutoE•
Gottfried to his next coaching eventual University of Kentucky.
stop — the University of quarterbacks Robert "Pookie4.:
Cincinnati. "To tell you the Jones and Billy Jack Haskins;
truth, though, I was really want- who transferred to Paducah.
ing to get back to coaching high Tilghman before his high schoOC
school kids at that point. Some years but was coachpd hv*
•
people are more geared to high- Walker on an all-star little:.
intensity things like that, .,Kr-league team.
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Charles to marry Camilla,
but she won't be queen
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LONDON.(AP) — Prince
Charles said Thursday he will
marry his divoiced lover
Camilla Parker Bowles in April,
putting an official seal on a long
romance that Princess Diana
blamed for the breakdown of her
tempestuous marriage to the heir
to -the throne. The announcement ruled out the possibility
that she would become queen.
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During a
visit to London's financial district Thursday. Charles accepted
congratulations on his pending
nuptials.
"Thank you very much,
you're so kind." he said. "I am
very excited."
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Reagan stamp is celebrated
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
twinkle-in-the-eye'
-beaming,
Ronald Reagan is depicted on a new
commemorative stamp, perhaps an
especially fitting honor for a former
president who is said to have sent at
least 10,000 letters in his lifetime.
The 37-cent stamp was unveiled
Wednesilay in ceremonies ansund
the couetry. including at the Ronald
Reagan Building International
Trade Center. Several of those in
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attendance, calling themselves
-"Reaganites" and Reagan administration "alum," recalled Reagan's
senseof humor and bright optimism, vying those characteristics
were evident. in the painting used
for the stamp.
James Miller, chairman tof the'
Postal Service board of gpvemors,
said The stain!) shows- eagan's
fambus smile, tilt of hea4 and twinkling blue eyes.
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Pagliai's Italian Restaurant is accepting applications for servers for nights
and weekends. All applicants must
apply at Pagliai's, 970 Chestnut St,
Murray. No phone calls accepted.

SARA NICOLE
Her horse can take her far,
but no) like her new, car.
Fiesty, cute & lean today

Immediate opening for experienced
bookkeeper. Must be dependable
and familiar with QuickBooks,
inventory, payroll, and billing.
Experience necessary. Pay commensurate with experience. Apply in
person between 10AM and 2PM,
Monday through Friday at Carpet
World, 13339 Hwy 641N, Puryear,
TN.
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We all love you
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PUBLIC AUCTION

AAA Mini Storage
Duigiud Drive
Units 1, 13, 28, 31, 34, 37, 47, 49, 51, 68,
71, 73, 79, 93, 104
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will be held on

Sat., Feb., 12th •9 a.m.

Houser:

Wages: Minimum of $7.63/hr. 75% of hours listed on job order will be guaranteed. All tools will
be provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
those
beyond
local
recruiting
area.
Transportation and subsistence paid when 50%
of contract is met. Contact local State
Emp oyAnt Service Office.

CUSTOM WEAVE
ON SALE
:77,,vagh 7/li"/l1/'nth

CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE

11094141
Iroptc.
Tanning Research Laboratories, Inc.
has an immediate opening for a fulltime Customer Service Representative
to process orders. Applicants must be
able to effectively communicate with
customers, brokers, compall sales
force and manage multiple priorities on
a daily basis. Computer experience
required (SAP knowledge a plus).
Benefit package includes medical, dental, 40100, etc. Mail resume to: P.O.
Box 30, Murray, KY 42071. EOE

Insides

12
9
rr=1

So

Hours 91-F 9-5 p.m.. 9-12 Sat.. By Appt, Alter Hours
Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 miles S. of Murray to
Tom Taylo Tn. Right 1500 yds.• 753-7728

AGRICULTURAL
WORKERS NEEDED
03/21/05 to 1/15/06
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WagesMinimum of $7.63/hr. 75% of hours listed on joWorder will be guaranteed. All tools will
be provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
those
beyond
local
qcruiting
area.
Transportation and subsiste4 paid when 50%
of contract is met. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.
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More Info
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COMBOS?
always had them
Sandra D's Diner, 94 L
293-3816

7,1-HE Shed Cafe featur-

L.
.

ing Friday Seafood
,Buffet $9.95/ person.
;Friday & Saturday night
:featuring live entertain.rnent and dancing. $6/
'person. WI welcome.
For more information
clef 437-4283
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DO YOU like Southern
Gaither
Gospel?
Concert in Nashville.
Travel with friends
Friday, March 11. leave
Murray 3PM, Return
about 1:30AM Concert
ticket $32.75 (great
Seats!) Transportation
(Charter 55 passenger
coach): 512,25. Total
for ticket and transportation: $45. First
come, first served. Call
753-5957.
IN TIME FOR SPRING!
Established, FULLY
equipped Nursery for
leen. AM you need is to
7uw & set. 270-7590890

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
Cause we all have
Furry Or Feathered
Friends. Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

ARBOR PLACE OF
PURYEAR looking for
DEPENDABLE CERTINURSING
FIED
ASSISTANT ts.„erriall
nursing home in TN.
Contact Anita 731-2473205 EOE
BI-vocational minister
of music for blended
services. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 1040-I,
Murray, KY 42071

BOOKKEEPER/DECORATING. Expenence
helpful. Retail sales.
Full time position.
Please contact at 7594979.
BOOKKEEVER/INSUR
ANCE clerk needed for
busy medical practice.
Salary and benefits
competitive.
Send
resume to: P.O. Box
1040-E, Murray, KY
42071
FT Receptionist for
office.
physician
excellent
Requires
communication
and
multitasking
skills.
Send resume with references to: P.O. Box
1040-F. Murray, KY
42071
FULL time tire technician with mechanical
abilities. Apply in person at Economy Tire,
203 Main St.. Murray.
GRAPHIC DESIGNER.
PhotoshoP,
Quark,
Illustrator Copywriting
helpful
experience
FUN/time- salary- Pius
benefits Send resume
or apply at Automated
Direct Mail, 87 Spruce
St. Suite B, Murray, KY
42071,

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE
Open Mon-Fri. 9-5. Sat, 9-2
LEGAL secretary posi
lion. Dictation 'and
computer
skills
required. Experience
preferred. Pay commensurate with expenence arid abilities
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray.
KY 42071

64IN 2 rn1;es or right
\w'Ve buy and sell good used furl

753-8501
IS
,*Wailed

PATROL 6FFICER
Full-time,
certified
position.
LOCKSMITH B. Full- police
Benefits with lERS
time, benefits. High
hazardous duty retireschool graduate, four
ment
High school
years lock shop or
demonstrated equiva- graduate or equivalent,
lent
experience two years law enforcement or related expenrequired. Must have
required.
valid driver's license. ence
Salary $8.79 hourly. Experience may be
Request application at exchanged with college
education. Must meet
270-762-2147 or apply
at: Human Resources, all KLEC Pre-Selection
Murray
State Standards. If not state
University, 404 Sparks certified, must attend
police academy. May
Hall,
Murray,
KY
42071. Women/minori- require shift work.
ties encouraged to. Salary range: $10.22 to
hourly.
apply. EEO, WF/D, AA $12.72
dependent on certificaemployer.
tion/experience. Click
MECHANIC needed. on "Employment" at
Must have brake &
www.murraystate.edu
chassis experience. for additional informaAlignment . knowledge tion. Request applicahelpful. Send resume tion at 270-762-2147 or
to P.O. Box 1040-H, apply
at
Human
Murray, KY 42071
Resources.
Murray
State University, 404
MEDICAL/SURGICAL
Sparks Hall, Murray,
Office. We are looking
KY
42071-3312.
for the right people to
Women/minorities
form our office/clinic
encouraged to apply.
team. Our clinic needs
WF/D, AA
EEO.
an,L,PN and X-ray tech.
employer.
Our 'business office
WE LOVE POSITIVE
needs an experienced
reimbursement . speATTITUDES!
cialist and an upbeat S'PORTABLE
receptionist. If you'd SCOREBOARDS has
like to loin our team, positions available for
fax your resume today career minded individto 773-233-8795.
uals with superior people skills. As a Sales
NEED cooks and
Associate you will be
fountains for days
working with new and
and nights. Must be
existing customers pnable to work weekmanly by telephone
ends. Apply at Sonic
and Internet from our
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
Murray office.
Street. No phone
Combine your upbeat
calls.
attitude, exceptional
phone and people
OPENINGS now and in
skills with our selling
90 days - Software firm
tools for a rewarding
seeking
Customer/
career in sales. Phone
Technical Support rep
sales expenence a
w/ great phone & complus.
puter skills. Health
We offer excellent pay
18 paid days off/ yr,
with a bonus incentive
retirement plan. Send
plan and a competitive
resume to gale@
benefit package
powerclaim.corn
or
Send resume to:
Hawkins
Research.
S'PORTABLE SCORE406 N. 4th St., Murray.
BOARDS. ATTN:
KY 42071
Human Resources.
106 Max Hurt Drive,
OWN a computer? Put
Murray, KY 42071.
it to work! Up to
$1,500 to $7,500/mo
PT/FT. 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording.
FREE BOOKLET.
D'S Housecleaning
wenv.vMvorIchvide.corn
753-3802
PAPA John's Pizza in
Murray is now accepting applications for a
full time assistant manager. Maximum 40
hour. 5 day work week.
Must be available days,
evenings and weekends. Restaurant experience helpful, management experience
necessary. Applications
can be picked up at the
Murray location on N.
12th St.
RECEPTIONIST needed for busy medical
practice salary and
benefits competitive.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-E, Murray,
KY 42071,
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Cat
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799
TERMITE 87—ire-it
Control Technician Wilt
training
provide
Please contact Scott
Pest Control at 270437-4944
VINYL sign designAayout person needed
Experience a must
CAW 435-4773

NEED a weekly
cleaning?
Business/Residentral.
Call Jessica Greer
(270)293-6517.

MA & Pa turnkey oper
ation under $20,000
978-0742 or 978-1400

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Cal
Larry at 753-3633
BUYING
aluminum
cans and other aluminum Key Aut0 Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson
\I
ds Sporting
, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.

PRE 1946 postcards
photos, coins jewelry
753-6793
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
4742540 or 293-6199
Six days a week
150
Articles
For Sale
2 Panasonic
Commercial
microwaves 1600
watts $250 each
759-8866
4X6 utility trailer, excellent condition. $450
(270)753-2494
Independent
AVON
Sales Representative
has fully stocked shop
or call for a catalog at
436-5900
FLEAMarket/Trade
Day Sat's beginning
Feb-19. Booths for
rent- indoors or out.
oldsedaliaschool_com
(270)247-8563
(270)247-8085
FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system. Get
the newest technology
with HD & OVR
receivers. America's
Top 60 w/ local networks only $31.99 per
month Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
INTERNET
Call now to see how
you can get high speed
Internet
service
through satellite for
only $29.99 per month.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
LARGE Cress ceramic
kiln, like new, $300
Call 753-8823
STEEL
buildings.
garages, storage, leanto's. carports. K& R
Mower Service 7599831
TV'S
20-65" HD televisionsJVC. RCA. Sony &
Toshiba- plasma, LCD.
DLP, & D-ILA. Also TV
stands, entertainment
centers,
surround
sound, & more. Come
by Beasley ,i
Aitenna &
Satellite, 500 . 4th St
Murray. KY nd check
out all our selection

8-ft pool table Brun
swick solid mahogany
Must be moved by
March 1st. 436-5613
after 5PM.
ANTIQUE Shaker style
cupboard,
baker's
great condition $600
Solid oak table w/2
leafs, $150 753-0270

INN.For Side

14X70 Mobile home,
good condition, all new
appliances, can be left
on lot $6.250. 4362619 after 4:00p.m.
1986
.Buccaneer
14x62 2BR, 2BA
Good condition, pnced
to sell Call 759-1567
or 293-51a2
1998
Buccaneer
deluxe, 16x80 3BR. 2
bath, extremely clean
(270)489-2525
'97 American 14x60.
C/HJA, sharp. Will pay
sales tax & put it in
your name for $8,695
437-4465
AWESOME CLOSE
OUT SPECIALS ON
ALL 2004 SINGLEWIDES & DOUBLEWIDES!
Land/home packages
available,
731-584-9429
DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
Like new, has fireplace
set-up includes well &
septic! Call 731-5849429
GET YOUR NEW
HOME TODAY WITH
"0" DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-5849429

1131
2BR country, large
yard, references 7591837
2BR. 1BA 6 miles
south of Murray. 270226-9219
'92 2BR 14x60 & '96
2BR 14x56, C/H/A
With approved credit
Call 437-4465

speed, very nice truck,
514.000 293-9569

SEASONED firewood
$40 a rick delivered
527-8368

2BR $375/mo
Across from Murray
Elementary Center
753-8096

J&L
RENTALS
let Begs Rd
New Crecord, Al 42676
27S-4M-54%
I bedroom apartment
Clean and nice.
all appliances including
W/D. No pets.
270-436-5496
270-293-6906
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice. large 2 bedroom
apartment. all appliances including washer/dryer. deck with outside storage. Excellent
Location'(270)7595885 or (270)293-7085
EXTRA nice duplex
apt 3BR, 2 bath, 2 car
garage Westside location $750 293-1440
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N
16th St now accepting
applications for: 1br
starting at $330/month.
2br townhouses, basic
rent $360 month Call
Leave
753-1970
Message
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposkt special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEW 3BR. 28A duplex '
$700 per month
293-5423

LOTS for rent 7539866
IMO
Apererardr Fa Flet
1 bedroom ants $250$350 per month 2BR
townhouses, washer 81
dryer included $410
per month 753-7559
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200 mo
753-4109
1,2 & 38R apts available for immediate
occupancy Please call
753-8221
1BR apt available, all
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty. 7534444.
1BR, 1 bath W&D
refrigerator, stove &
dishwasher. $325
1
month free 759-8780
1BR, quiet neighborhood, some utilities
paid, no pets. $240 per
month. 767-9037
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in tree
days C eman RE
759-411

,ZRm all ft,itnished,
BLUE electric lift chair,
(all utilities, water, eleclike new condition.
tric, phone and cable
$300 080. 753-4510
included Access to
pool & fitness room
CHERRY dining room
table wrth 6 chairs Call $400/month.
$150
deposit. Singles for
753-1772
$350 and up plus
TWIN bed mattress
deposit, Cali for inforand box. $50 4 drawer,
mation
(270)753$20 Truck flat top. $35
8407
Coffee table. $25
Tooters Antique Mall
2BR duplex carport,
492-6111
outside storage refrigerator, stove & dishwasher, heat pump
system.
no
pets,
required,
1991 LW 9000 dumØ deposit
truck. Single axle, $450/mo Call 753Cummings motor, 7 3778 or (731)845-6625

Romeo*
bicycle
EXERCISE
Schwinn
preferably
AinSyne. Cell 753-0649
after 5PM

W

NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath. applifurnished.
ances
C/HiA, 1 year lease + 1
mo deposit. no pets
753-2905
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD *1-800-648-6056
ONE bedroom low utilities. no pets $225 mo
753-3949
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8669.
SMALL one room apt
plus bath close to
campus. $140
No
pets 753-5980
TWO nice 2 bedroom
apt. 270-753-5731
CI"
Nara For Rent
2BR. 1BA AC.
propane, stove, fridge,
wd hookup. $480 per
month. $400 deposit,
pets, 98 Nighthawk
Dr., 42071 Buy
155.000 612-321.
CS:16
2BR
SMALL
in
Panorama $240 per
month 753-0095 and
978-0742

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

4 bedroom house 1,2. MURRAY Store and
3 apts 753-1252 or, Lock presently has
753-0606
units available 7531BR
furnished, 2905 or 753-7536
S225/mo. $100 den..
no
pets (270)7533139

NEW 0 penny, 10.x15*
units. 4
7• 3232

6B • Thursday. February

10. 2005

CLASSIFIEDS

ABSOLUTE DUAL BID AUCTION

MOVING SALE

Sealed Bid Deadine:
Tuesday, February 15th • 5:07PM
5956 Lovelaceville Rd. - Paducah, KY

606 Lee St
(Woodgate
Subdivision off
Johnny Robertson)
Fri., Feb. 11, 9-2
Sat., Feb. 12, 8-12

Murray Ledger & I imes
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%VIM CLASSIFILDS
&Odors

,1

NICE 38R, 113A with 89 Bess track 40hp
ANNOUNCEMENTS
JOHNNY WILLIAMS
*Driver- 0/0 New divi*Landscape/
gara
rolling motor, garage
ge on large lot in
PAINTING
.One order, One check,
sion! 77% revenue your
Puryear by owner. kept. $3,200 436-2619
Construction Laborer
'For a
b)deritiell and
One smart move! Save
trailer/ 70% with our
FT, 18 years ()icier.
S75,000
(731)247- after 4:00p m
small commercial
trailer 100% tarp pay &
time and money by
Valid KY Dnvers
5648
painting needs
fuel surcharge. Choose
making one call to
License. No DUI's,
toys, furniture, kids
'Interior & Exterior
load, area & home
place a 25-word classiDrug free workplace,
videos, books,
'Custom spraying Ion
fied in 71 Kentucky
time Boyd Bros, 800Paid vacation,
clothes, kitchen436-5141i.E
A
lawn/patio furniture
9arHa uAlin
543-8923
newspapers for only
AFFC
-n9
C
HICI
Holi
days, Starting at
ware, & more
Louver doors / shutters
$225. For more inforHaul
•Dnv
ing
01'
ersDyna
Acce
,
H.D.
ptin
9,50
g
0
$9/hr Call 502-633•No lob too small
mation, contact the
Trainees! CDL in 16
miles, lots of extras. out garages. gutters,
1881
'Free estimates
clas-sified department of
days! No money down.
t15.000
270-759- ?Link & tree work
753-84358 ,
this newspaper or call
student financing!
9541
-Law Enforcement'•
4924168
ROO
8
F
Outstanding 120 Seat Restaurant
KPS 1-502-223-8821
Tuition Reimbursement
JUNK/
Entry level Top pay,
Rubbish
REPAIRS. New
mass Lk o ve- RestA4 a Lax O.
avail. Job placement
Rernoval,Spring clean
vcCracier
BUILDINGS
benefits HS grads 17Roofs, all types 29
IIRUISty
N Mayfield, very nice •
Carry axe)" often outaanding dying, to
opaanceo
asst. 1-800-883-0171
mg, clean out atlks
34 Must relocate Call
rardwcring staff. a modern 2503 q ft dinng facility
years experience. Call
•Building Sale! 'Rock
building site, $14,000
, a hay
ext.A-13
0:fumed oci & ley asiness end is of ciati
garages, yard waste
Carters.
M-F
02 Lexus LX470, 4x4
800Bott
284ry
loyalty
om
Empt
6289
Pric
y
es!
lot
face
Last
s
nort
h,
kres tne !tarry popiiated Lone ask connusty
etc. (270)489-2583
According
•Dnvers/ COL-A Van &
pearl white, fully loaded A-1
Chance. Beat next
next • to Fairlane &
to %dot&mei= & visitors butau, 382,0
AFFORDABLE
INSTRUCTIONAL
00 nasetolds
Flatbed Drivers,
with
n9vigation, HAULING all arou
price increase. Go
*it 118 tDdekr a, bueff9 poise se in region tadeed
Broadway. Call 910L&J Property ServiCes
nd
tor
-Earn Your DegreePatlucar Give Grades; PAO issnsoin rni
$50,000 yearly potenLevinson stereo, two clean-up
directsave, 20x26,
866-4888
-Household
von verrxr
ask
. gutters, tree
maintefor
L As ot2000 food end cif* estabinnmens caper
Onli
ne
from
tial,
DVD
hom
High
e
players, 70,000
weekly miles
25x30. 30x40, 35x50.
Sallie
nance
work 436-2867
ihe VI 3 pillion spend on retailing A buffet style ed of
Busi
ness
restau
Para
,
ant
1
yr. T/T exp. SMX 1legal.
miles. $39,500 Call
40x60, 45x90, 50x100,
coen and venting Thusciai thru Saturday
-Yard cleanups & tree
LOCATED at 5353 St
for *ner sid
A-1 Stump Removal
Computers, Networking 800-247-8040
Si.nat• lunch
753-8823
60x180. Others.
removal
Rt.
121S
Auctioneer's mote
, 1-2/3 acres, Pion
487-3044.
and more. Financial Aid www smac.com
strit expresses desire
eer 1-800-668-Painting/Staining
1991 Chevrolet Blazer,
retiring howeve, stay Par:CM to provide4sti Owner
2
septic
available, job placetanks. 5422
urns
-Custom
full
size
•Dnv
350,
,
ers4WD 1decks
Company
$1' 500 489-2296,
&
ment
assi
stance, and
Attenoonpvcstos: tot Soder
ALL CARPENTRY
731-446-6259
fences
drivers Guaranteed
BUSINESS
1Wi9 tens
computers provided.
& conditions Log Otto OUf bSite ironnew rare:
Remo
deli
ng, additions, -Etc
ILK-tons corn
nome every weekend!
SERVICES
tor ^ore dersis & pictues
Call free (866)858-2121
421111
porches, decks, sun
ernis For Sae
Please call (270)978Starting at 40!99% no
WHAT 6 A DUAL SD AUCTIOR1 A 3io So Audn
•Attention
i
is
a
corn,rooms, roofing, vinyl
MISCELLANEOUS
-ninon sesed-to &co' The prOce
1194,(2700832-1446
touch, 1 year expenafe reCures ps
Home
owne
rs:
Disp
lay
cents to otc o seaied oid ir tile tec 5 bode
30 acres & 28x48
siding, mobile home
ence required. Call
s
biddi
-Fre
ng
e
4
hom
-Ro
om
es
want
2000 BMW 3231 black
enk at te or& axoor flta5boeseal
ed for vinyl
mobile home north o
repair, sagging floors. LAYT.Qtt_tiladion,
edd
Kandi at 866-543-1234
DIRECTV System
. • or sie tle ON,oa,tcosits allowed to Niat
siding. windows. roofs
w/ tan leather, 63,000 term
hauling & backhoe
Murray. 759-93.36
ite & water damPatxrants recerwo sealed bio bac-lieges,the oral ax.
includes standard
EaSy credit terms. No
-Drivers. Drive OTR.
miles, $19,000 270- age
nee their
753-4545, 492-6265
;,ectices :orsuit win artomess accountres ackse
Larr
y
Nrm
mo
rs
payments until Summer installation. 3 months
705-1299
Earn up to 43cprn. Full
tier fl'not sealed bids ov the 4..,e•
(270)753-9372
or NEED help movi
Amigo
tree HBO & Cinemax!
2005. Starting at $99
_Iles Of eV sealed be artier ye immedii9 dare The too
ng?
medical & benefits pkg. 2000 Ford
ciete Mahal bv
(270)753-0353
Taur
us
Acce
Experienced. referrals,
:are, etc The ors auceon will be hod 48 to
ss
month. Call 1-800-251to over 225
Home every 14 days.
72
Wagon. 80,000 miles,
Ste the doering it *Pe sealed bids CuaiS.d
15
fenc
ed
acres Nice
channelV Limited time
free estimates. 270BACKHOE &
0843
take trucks home.
$6000080. 270-210•3eneai5 Used vAillbusiness cx indstry ontv lhey ALL b
neighborhood. 5 minoffer. S&H, restrictions
703-2942
/MUCKING
Contractors start
ssire tie sale trwtoe osticoaong r. se usec
205
0
COM
MER
CIAL
tie offeri
utes from
apply. 1-800-208-4617
Murray.
ROY HILL.
ierstsid
^lee all terms of the aLrtion and se weng
w/base of 85cpm plus
•
PRO
PERTY
'98 Pontiac Grand Prix,
$60,000.
to car' out nose terms This see aSSil
Septic system. gravel.
753-1940,
PAINTING:
Interior
eSSir
REAL ESTATE/REAL 40% fuel discount. Paid $4,3
‘
,
DetNt
leave message. or 978- •Professional office
.ftse acong against hirn cx tver
00. 270-2934375
white rock.
color changes and
plate
s/
Perm
its, bene•
EST
ATE
Ti:
FOR
',:enenh omsoectke bidders haw
SAL
E
space for rent in
0523
436-2113
(repaints. No job too
1998 Pontiac Sunfire 4
fits avail, no forced dis,
t piDes of auctions
*Asheville, NC Area.
Frankfort. Just off US
door, red, auto, power, Dozer work & Track
patch, 1-877-452-5627
Free estimates
FORTY acres, 3 miles
Spectacular Mountain
127 near. -64.
hoe
good condition. $2,595
- 37
Orientation starts next
south of Lynn Grove on
• REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
view & river lots. Paved
Approximately 700
Robe., Alexandet •
080. 753-1308
week! eoe.
Humphrey
BUILDING or remodelRd. square feet
roads, clubhouse &
RESICOM
on second
between East 893 and
•Dnv
'96
ers.
Mazda Protege, ing? Go to
Over
1-aoci-ao7-SoLD
the
road
,
floor. pnvate bath, clos- more. New Release!
Contractors, LLC:N\_.
wow* r ar eaucl,ons CLOT
Rayburn Rd. High yield
*ICI 41.,11,
,,A11,•11,11•1 AA 4 15,0.1
www
35
$1,3
stat
.CA
50
es.
MBR
11151'•4.1
OBO Runs
Flat wisides,
IAUSA.co
i•esi lam
Possible 55K discount!
ets. $600 per month,
Residential &
cropland, 35 acres in
good, low gas mileage.
late model conventionBear'River Community
includes water/sewer.
Commercial repairs,
one field, 5 acres of
al& 3 years expenence. Good work or first
Call 1-866-411-5263
CARPORTS Starting
electric. gas. Call 502remodels, additions.
uncut timber. Approx.
car.761-3128
$2,000 sign on bonus
at $675, installed. Roy
223-8821
Replacement windows.
SPORTING/SPORT757 ft of frontage.
start .34-.38c mile+
'95 Toyota Camry 4
Hill (270)436-2113,
vinyl siding. decks.
ING GOODS
$139.000. Will subdibenefits. Call (800)444- door, 4 cyli
EQUIPMENT FOR
nder 436Insurance claims welD.G.
vide into 13.3 acre
Landscaping &
6648
-CHERRY BLOSSOM
SALE
2686
come, 270-227-2115,
Nursery 7884 94W
tracts at $49,000.
GOLF AND COUNTRY •Drivers Owner
•
270-436-5764
*Sawmills- $2.695 00 *Mul
chin
(615/822-9054)
g
CLUB. Georgetown.
Operators, are you get-Fertilization
LumberMate-2000 & , Golf
Vans
Digest voted us
ting a pay increase in
T&K Electric
qnmming
Lumberlite-24
best places to play
2005? Roehl is increasLice
nsed contractors
Homes For Sale
1993 Chevrolet Lumina •Parking lot sweeping
Norwood Industries
2004! Join us for your
ing pay $3.500 in Feb.
residential and comVan, sport edition, V6. *Bedding & vegetable
also manufactures utili- next round/ou
2005! Up to $2,000
ting.
mercial Insured Free
2BR - with
vertica
auto, power window &
plants
ty ATV attachments, log Special Membersh
sign-on bonus. Great
ip
estimates. (270)705duplex behind. Grea
door
4354431
locks, cruise
skidders. portable
availab%. 502-570fuel surcharge program
investment. $65,000
1075,(270)705-0317
$1,300. 270-556-7690
board edgers and
9849!
877-774-5313
DNJ HANDYMAN
270-753-4109, 270500
forestry equipment
We do all the odd jobs
www GoRoehl,corn
227-1545
WALTERS
TRUCK DRIVERS
www norwoodindusUsed Trucks
you don't have time
CONTRACTING
*Drivers: Owner
HELP WANTED
2BR, 1BA. 950 sq.ft. tnes
.com Free informafor
DECKS, Roofing. Vinyl
Operators; Fleet .
1.5ac, 555,000. Rent tion
•100 Driver Trainees
04 SiNerado Z71, 3/4
Storage Rentals
1-800-578-1363
293-5438
Siding, Addition. and
Owners; Tractors
Pets & Supplies
$460 per month, 98
Need
ed! Special 15
on, 4x4. white. 17,000
ext3OON
Remodeling
$1.53, Straight Trucks
Duality
DOZER WORK
Nighthawk Dr., 42071
day CDL Training for
miles, OnStar, Bose
PREMIER MINISTORWork. Over 30 Years
DOG Obedience
$1.15-$1.35. Free
INS
TAL
FINANCIAL
L
615-321-5636
&
REPAIR
Transport America at
system. $23,000. Call
AGE -Inside climate
Experience
Qualcomrn/ Trip Pak.
Master Trainer
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
Gerald
TAT, No expenence
753-8823
3 Bedroom, 3 Bath. •5$ As Seen on TV.
control storage
Walters. 753-2592.
Call Tri-State
GRA
436-2858
VEL
HAU
LIN
G.
needed! 1-866-244Cathedral
*Security alarmed
Ceilings, Cash now for your
1982 4x4 Chevy, new
Expedited. 888-320Public or Contract
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
two-sided ventless gas future settlement, annu- 3644
*Sate & clean
350, good 33 tires,
542
Contact at 270-7534
trained 731-352-0037 firep
ity and payments.
•We sell boxes,
lace. built in
*Act Now. Driversgood truck 51.500.
73t-642-5151
9503
'Drivers: Owner
www.ppicash.com.
Free Calmat
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Ex-boyfriend's new woman
needs warning of his ways
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
an 80-year-old woman in good
health. 1t year I passed blood
in my urine and extensive testing revealed
a
small
tumor
on
my
right
kidney. My
choices are:
an operation
to remove
my kidney,
or wait six
Dr. Gott to
12
months and
be
reBy
I'd
Dr. Peter Gott
appreciate
your opinion.
DEAR READER: I hope
that your "extensive testing"
included a biopsy of the tumor.
Without a tissue diagnosis. it
- is virtually impossible to know
what is causing the growth.
If, for example, it is a highly malignant cancer, your best
option — despite your age and
the obvious risks —• is surgery.
On the other hand, if the
lesion is a pre-malignant but
relatively innocuous collection
of cells, re-scanning in six to
12 months is certainly appropriate because the risks of
unnecessary major surgery are
significant in a person your
age.
In my view, you need a
detailed sit-down session with
a urologist or oncologist (cancer specialist). Any decision
will depend, as I stated above,
on the precise diagnosis tbf
your kidney lesion. Let me
know what you and your doctors decide.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Reports
"!Kidney Disorders" and "An
-Informed Approach to Surgery."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long.
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to per report to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167,

DEAR (ABBY:
My
Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
boyfriend of 2 1/2 years, "Neil,"
to mention the title(s).
broke up with me last August.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
At the time, I couldn't tniskra smoker, age 60, with chronstand why he suddenly changed
ic obstructive pulmonary disso drastical‘gase. Because my cigarettes
ly. Early in
have already, damaged my
our relationlungs, is theresmokii
any t
be efit
i to
ship he had
me stopping
. What
been acceptdo I have to look fo
to?
ing of my
I feel as though I've been
two
chilgiven a death sentence.
dren,
but
DEAR READER: You have
toward the
been given a death sentence
end
he
if you contime to smoke. Air
became disDear
Abby
pollution, including tobacco
tant and cold
smoke, will not only cause
them.
to
By Abigail
COPD but will worsed\the
Then he'told
Van Buren
condition fairly rapidly.
me he didAs you pointed out, some
n't want to raise another man's
permanent damage is done, so
children and wasn't interested
even if you give up cigarettes, in being a mentor to a teenage
the COPD will not go away, boy.
However, in my experience,
Neil was also angry that I
people with chronic lung disrefused to end my relationship
ease often notice as much as
with my best friend, who hapa 30 percent improvement in
pens to be a gay man. Neil
breathing capability after givsaid there is no place in sociing up tobacco. More imporety for gays and he didn't want
tant, you need to arrest the
a gay person calling his house.
progressive lung damage before
Neil works for a company
your pulmonary disorder results
that he has always had an
in a permanent handicap and
interest in owning. Last spring,
the need for oxygen supplethe owner died suddenly and
ments. "Chronic lungers" (as
left shares of the business td
they are sometimes called) who
his widow, "Nancy," and their
refuse to alter their cigarette
children. Neil told me intendhabits often end up slowly and
ed to borrow money from his
progressively suffocating to
family and buy out the youngest
death — not a favorable progson's interest -- but his faminosis.
ly didn't have the money to
Take your lung condition
loan. About a Month after that,
seriously, stop smoking immein the midst of complaining
diately, and follow your physito me about his financial woes,
cian's advice about therapy and
Neil commented, "Maybe I'll
appropriate monitoring.
get me a rich older woman
To give you related inforto take care of, me ... somemation, I am sending you a
one like Nancy."
copy of my Health Report
Over the next few months.
"Pulmonary Disease." Other Tsaw him less and less. Litreaders who would like a copy
tle did I know Neil had already
should send a long, selfmanipulated a relationship with
addressed, stamped envelope
her.
and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box
Abby, Nancy is a very nice,
167. Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
classy person. I like the woman.
sure to mention the title.
I went to her hotne for her
husband's wake. Should I tell
Copyright 2005, NewspaNancy what Neil is up to, that
per Enterprise Assn.
he's a conniving loser? nx

I CArcr TAKE AN EYES I
(
OFF Of vOU! I'M 'ME HAPPIEST /HAN IN THE ORO!

afraid if I do, she won't belit
me. Neil can be very sweet
when he wants- to be, and I'm
sure she hasn't glimpsed his
hateful, controlling side. His
only real love is money and
power.
My motive is no spite. I
don't want Neil back. I have
a newlioyfriend who is everything Neil could never be. I
just feel Nancy should know
what's ahead. She has a gay
teenage son. I'm sure ylien
Neil gets what he wants! that
boy's life will be hell.
So, you tell me: Should I
talk to Nancy and risk looking like sour grapes, or let
her find out what a lowlife,
gold-digging scumbag Neil is
for herself? -- TORN IN SAN
DIEGO
DEAR TORN: Ordinarily,
I would tell you to stay out
of it. However, because of
Nancy's son,1 Trii reversing
myself. Make kdate with Nancy
(if she'll see yOn)., and without calling names, tell her
about Neil's longtime interest
in buying intoThet business,
his cash-flow problem and his
homophobia. If she has a legal
adviser, I'm sure that person
will discuss with her the advisability of a prenuptial agreement should she decide to
remarry. And your conscience
will be clear.
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
D4ar Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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+752
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•K 1 10 9 6 4
•A K Q
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The bidding:
South
West
North East
I
Pass
tNT
Pass
4
Opening lead --- queen of diamonds.
Most books on play tell you how
to handle card combinations that
occur frequently. But because these
books can't treat all possible combinations, it becomes important to
learn to solve such problems all by
yourself.
Take this deal where South is in
four spades and three rounds of diamonds are led, declarer ruffing the
third. He crosses to dummy's only
'entry. the king of clubs, and leads a
trump on which East plays the seven.

• 10 years ago
Published is a picture of
men honored for rescue efforts
in a house fire on Broad Street
on Dee. 28. One person died,
but two persons were saved.
Honored were Brad Haugh,
ambulance service, Jim Shropshire, assistant fire department
chief, Dickie Walls, Bruce
Leavell and James Crowder,
futfighterS7 and Major David
Smith, Murray Police Depart:
ment.
Births reported include a
boy to Mitzi and Scott English and a girl to Kristy and
Joey Tabers, Jan. 31; a girl to
Rochelle and John Jenkins.
Feb. 1; a boy to Diann -and
R.G. Stubblefielrand a girl
to Stephanie and David Roberts,
Feb. 3.
20 years ago
Callow County School District students who had been
out of school for more' than
week because of weather conditions have had an attendance
rate close to normal this week,
according to Jimmy Nix, director of pupil personnel. Calloway
schools will be in session Saturday for a make-up day.
Army Pfc. Charles E. Turley is serving as a medical
specialist with Third Infantry
Division in Wuersburg, West
Germany.
r. and Mrs. T.W. Darnell
.ed 66 years dart 25.
30 y
ago
Kieth
tterman was presented an award for having
top producing cows in the state
at the fourth annual Kentucky
Dairymen's Conference in
Louisville.
Official dedication ceremonies for Laurine Wells Lovett
auditorium, a Murray State
campus landmark renamed in
her honor, will be Feb. 12,
just prior to the first presentation of Campus Lights.

Declarer is now faced with a crucial problem: Should he play the jack
or the king? In attempting to solve
this problem, South dismisses all
those cases where his play makes no
difference. Thus, if West has a void,
the singleton eight, the singleton ace,
the .A-Q or the A-Q-8. South fails
whether he plays the jack or the king.
This leaves those hands where
West was dealt the A-8 or Q-)i (in
which case tossing a coin is as good
a solution as any). and hands where
West started with the singleton queen
of spade\
It is w*ea you reach this point
that the correct play becomes apparent: The king is the percentage play,
since it wins in two cases — where
West started with the Q-8 or the singleton queen — while it loses only
when West started with the A-8.
In effect, declarer eliminates from
consideration all hands where the
missing trumps are divided 2-2 or 40 because his cause is either hopeless
or amounts to a 50-50 guess. The
only case that matters is when the
trumps divide 3-1 and West has a singleton honor
If West's singleton honor is the
ace. South cannot succeed whether
he plays the jack or the king. But if
West's singleton honor is the queen.
South can play the king, catch the
queen and so make the„contract.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
\
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1 The — is up!
4 Hole-making
tool
7 Tiny stream
11 Clever ploy
12 Caesar's 52
13 Sidle past
14Eartheniar
15 Teacher's
favorite
16 Pickled veggie
17 Coronet
19 Capital of Tibet
21 TV's McCloud
22 Clothes horse
24 Sock filler
27 Hockey goals
28 Be sincere
29 Druid or
shaman
32 Tigers and
bears
34 Lemon peel
35 Govern
36 Fabric meas
37 Lobster source
39 Close a parka

Murray Lady Tigers won
31-25 over Hickman County
Lady Falcons in a high school
basketball game. Tammy Boone
was high scorer for Murray.
40 years ago
Murray-Calloway County
Library has been noiified it
will be the subject of a 21month pilot demonstration
which will be financed by the
state of Kentucky, according
to Margaret Willis, state librarian.
The Industrial Road from
U.S. Highway 641 North to
Highway 94 East will be resurfaced, according to Kentucky
Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include 4 girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cothran,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Stubblefield and a. boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Allbritten.
50 years ago
The Grand Jury returned 15
indictments in its report to Circuit Judge H.H. Lovett Sr., in
Calloway County Circuit Court
on Feb. 9. James W. Erwin
was foreman of the grand jury.
In high school basketball
games Brewers Redmen won
over Almo Warriors and Benton Indians won over Murray
Tigers. High team scorers were
Larry Treas for Brewers, Gene
Herndon for Alm°, Steadman
Baker for Benton and Dale
Alexander for Murray.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ernstberger.

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Feb. 10.
the 41st day of 2005. There
are 324 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 10, 1967, the 25th
Amendment to the Constitution.
dealing with presidential disability and succession, went
into effect.
On this date:
In 1763, France ceded Canada to England under the Treaty
of Paris, which ended the
French and Indian War.
In 1840. Britain's Queen
Victoria married Prince Albert
of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha.
In 1846, members of The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, the Mormons,
began an exodus to the west
from Illinois.
In 1942, the former French
liner "Normandie" capsized in
New York Harbor a day after
it caughtfire while being refitted for the U.S. Navy.
In 1942, RCA Victor presented Glenn Miller ittiti_h_jfr
Orchestra with a "goid record"
for their recording of "Chattanooga Choo Choo," which
had sold more than one million copies.
In 1949.,
Arthur Miller's
play "Death of a Salesman"
opened at Broadway's Morosco
Theater. ,

C2005 King Fames SyndKatc Inc

42 Disagreeable
people
04 Cello kin
46 Bronze and
Iron
48 Bnef
(8191190Tler4
50 — -a-bmc
51 Points
of convergence
52 Compilation
53 S&L offerings
54 Cats' quarry
55 Omelet need
56 Put down turf
DOWN
1 Actor Raul —
2 Sufi's faith
3 Machine part
Jungttau or
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5 Handkis
wilh ease
6 Agiie
7 Yanks toe
8 Forms
a thought
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UME 00E1
WOOD
MOMOO 0000
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9 Size chokm
10 — go (release)
11 Composts
18 ISU location
20 Pacino or
Jolson
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23 New York •
Giants hero
25 Cereal grain
26 USN rank
27 Hormel dello
— Beeurn:int
29 Daisy —
Scruggs
29 Snoop
30 Unburdened
31 Examine
32,,Coft•whreak
treat .6e
33 Ft. above sea
level
35 Swelling,
as a river
37 cc
38 Pond scum
39 Men in a mask
40 Tale of Helen
ot Troy
41 Fell boots
_
43 001,10' aister
45 Long-Wad
wacky
46 Windhoek's
cont.
47 — — lbw
rounds
49 Choke or 10k11

Name
St. Address
City
State
Zip
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Jonny Thiede. 10-year-old
son of Ted and Dianne Thiede,
recently performed his Book
One Piano Graduation Recital in
Farrell Hall at Murray State
University. Performance by
memory of all of the pieces in
each klook is a requirement of
the Suzuki Approach. Thiede
was assisted by his mother in the
reading of a story he wrote using
the titles of the pieces in the
book. The pieces are mere difficult than repertoire found in
most beginning traditional piano
methods.'
The Suzuki' Approach is
based on the philosophy of Dr.
Shinichi Suzuki and says a child
can learn to play a musical
instrument in the same way he
learns to speak his native lanPhoto provided
guage or dialect. This is done by
the Murray Art the child listening daily, to
Laura Miller, left, outgoing director of
director Karen recordings of the music being
Guild, is shown comparing notes with new
learned and working with a parMize Harper.
ent who . attends the lessons,
learns the material along with
the child, and serves as the home

teacher in an encouraging environment.
The child MOVes in small
steps it his own pace to gain.
confidence and mastery of each
concept presented through quality repertoire.
Note reading is delayed until
the aural and musicianship skills
are developed just as reading of
the native language is delayed in
a child' until speech is developed. This allows the child to
begin music study at an earlier
age than in many traditional
methods and to deve'op the
readmemory arid ear first. N
begining is introduced at
ning of the second
During the past'ear the
Jonny, a fifth-grader'ais.Murray
Middle School, participated in
the Kentucky „Music Teachers
Association Student Workshop
was selected by judges
and
to perform in the recognition
recital. He also performed in the
MMTA all-male recital "It's A
Guy Thing" and Murray Music

academic teams, Jonny
Teachers Association Sonata and
s .basketball, soccer, and
enjoy
Saturday.
video games and is a member of
He prepared a memorized 11:1
Royal Ambassadors at First
for
piece national program
Baptist Church. His plane
Guild Auditions for which he
er is Margaret Wilkins of
,teach
received a superior rating.
A member of the MMS chess Murray.
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Members ot the Murray Aft
Guild gathered to pay tribute to,
'outgoing director Laura Miller
and weloinie nc.s. director
Karen Mize Ilarper during a
reception held in their honor
Friday eN ening.
Miller began her part-time
duties as the first official director of the guild in .September
-2002. During her time with the
guild, she has expanded the field
of workshops for all ages.
increaed public awareness.
membership and participation,
and enhanced relationships with
other arts organizations.
Harper, a portrait artist in
oils, art instructor and designer,
brings a rich background of •
experience to The guild and the
community. In addition to educational studies in fashion
design at El Centro College,
Dallas. Texas. and North Texas
State University in Denton.

Texas. she also studied theater
and telecommunications at the
University of Kentucky.
In 2002. she graduated
magna cum laude from Murtay
State University v,ith a bachelor
of science in art and a minor in
theater. She has been the recipient of art and design scholarships and received awards, as
w7e11.
The comnutkity is invited to
visit., the guild Tuesday.
Wednesday or Friday 10 a.m. to
3 p.m..Tuesday evenings 7-9
p.m.. or by appointment at 270753-4059. The guild is located
at 103 N. 6th St., downtown'
Murray..
It is a non-profit educational
and cultural,organization open
to beginners as well as artists
with varying degrees of skill.
Membership is also open to anyone with an interest in the visual
arts, either active or supportive.

Lawyer: Cosby denies latest allegations

Hollywood Records' touring
powerhouse Ingram Hill returns
to Murray State University for a
free, all-ages show at Lovett
Auditorium on Feb. 21. at 8 p.m.
Michael Tolcher also is scheduled to perform. For more information,call(270)715Z-695L: _
Last year launched Ingram
Hill on a steady trajed lory.,
revving up with their signi g to
Hollywood, basting off with the
nationwide release of ;heir CD
"June's Picture Show" and
reaching full speed during their
relentless tour, hitting the stage
with everyone from Michelle
Branch to Los Lonely Boys,
Hanson to Johnny Lang.

Their fust single "Will I Ever
Make It Home," graced both the
Billboard Adult Top 40 Singles
chart and the Radio and Records
Hot AC Chart ..and enjoyed a
successful ride on the soundtrack for "13 Going On 30,"
which-hit No,-2-on the Billboard
Soundtracks ckart.
The band celebrated the holiday season with a rocking rendition of "Santa Claus Is' Back In
Town." Redone with all the
swagger that first made the tune
popular by fellow Memphian
Elvis Presley, the single was
released to radio in early
December and as performed live
in Los Angeles at the annual

Brian Christmas Show,
Mark
produced by KLOS 95.5 FM.
Now, fans can look forward to
Formed in the summer of
seeing the pop/rock quartet on
the quartet is Justin Moore
2000,
rappea
national television, as
itar), Phil Bogard
ls/gu
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Sowell
Shea •
ar),
(guit
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idriin
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PHILADELPHIA AP) — had given her pills
ban Philadelphia
Bill Cosby. under investigation her at his subur
for possible sexual misconduct, mansion a year ago.
According to the State Bar of
denied claims by a second
ornia, Green entered a proCalif
woman that he drugged and fonfor lawyers with substance
gram
ation
d
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ago,
dates to 30 years
762-0442
suggested in October. The bar had lodged
prosecutor .
her
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again
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Wednesday such an old claim disciplinary charg
likely wouldn't be relevant in' in March.
the current case.
The 67-year-old comedian's •
lawyer also blasted the
, Philadelphia Daily News for
printing the accusations by
Tamara Greerf, who was
described 'by the newspaper
Tuesday as a model-turnedlawyer who worked for Cosby in
California at the time of the
alleged encounter.
• /The report was published is
. ,
prosecutors mulled whether to
file charges against Cosby in the
Dr. Case is a cancer
• MCCH welcomes Dr. David Case.
complaint by a former Temple
University employee. the study of blood
Green, 57, told the newspaspecialist with a focus on hematology,
per that Cosby gave haktwo pills
at a restaurant after she felt411._
She said he then drove her IMine'•
and tried to undress and kiss her.
Georgia and
Dr. Case is originally from Marietta,
, Green, who allowed her
name'to be used. said she cape
the American University
received his medical degree from
forward this week because her
experience closely matched one
and completed his
alleged, by 'the fowler Temple
of the Caribbean School of Medicine
police
to
went
who
yee
emplo
the University
last month to report that Cosby
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in Internal Medicine,
Dr. David Case is Board Certified
ticed in Georgia for
Hematology, and Geriatrics. He prac
at the Medical CUlege
over 10 years and was an instructor
pleased to welcome David.
of Georgia in Augusta. MCCH is
Woodmen's Flexible Premium and
Single Premium Deterred ionutties are
competitive alternatives to diler savings
plans The renal guaranteed rate a

School of Medicine_
American University of the Caribbean
School of Medicine

Shift Crouse
330 C.C. Lowry Drive
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
ma 270-293-7197

Residency
Huron Road Hospital in Cleveland, Ohio
COUNTY

HOSPITAL

300 South Erb Street
Suite 376 West
Murray, KY,

Fellowships (Oncology/Hematology)
University of South Carolina in
Columbia

